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1.
1.T

TNTRODUCTION

THE APPLICATION

1.1. I

In an application dated ApriL 2L, 1988 (the
Application), Union Gas Limited (Union, the
Company or the Applicant) applied to the Ontario
Energy Board (the OEB, or the Board) pursuant to
Sections 46 and 48 of the Ontario Energy Board
Act, R.S.O. 1980, chapter 332, (the Act) for an
order or orders granting leave to construct a
natural gas pipeline and ancillary facilities in
the Township of Moore and the Township of Sombra,
both in the County of Lambton.
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L.2

DESCRIPTIOTI OF THE PROPOSED FÀCTLITIES

L.2.7

Union requested leave to construct the facili-

ties shown in Appendices 4.L and 4.1.1

which

are described as follows:

(a) 5.68 kilometres of NPS 24 (6l0mm) pipelíne
from a proposed valve in the west quarter
of Lot 13, Front Concession, Moore Township
(the St. Clair Valve Site), to a point of
interconnection with Union, s existing
Sarnia fndustrial Line at a proposed
station to be located in the southwest
corner of Lot 25, Concession T, Moore
Township (the Sarnia Industrial Line
Station), together with valving facilities
at each locationi and
(b) 6.05 kilometres of NPS 24 pipeline from
the above defined interconnection with the
Sarnia Industrial Line to Union,s existing
Bickford Pool Compressor Station in the
Township of Sombra.
/2
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L.2.2

The facilities
described in (a) and (b) are
together known as the St. Clair
Bickford Line
and total 1I.73 kilometres in length.
r.2.3
Union's proposed Iine from the St. Clair Valve
Site to the Bickford Pool Compressor Station
would connect with a 700 metre NpS 24 pipeline
to be constructed by St. Clair pipelines Limited
(St. Clair Pipelines) which would extend from
the St. Clair Valve Site to the international
boundary between the United States of America
and Canada, ât the centre of the St. CIair
River. At that point it would connect with an
NPS 24 pipeline to be constructed by Michigan
Consolidated Gas Company of Detroit, Michigan,
United States of America (MichCon), which in
turn would extend from the international boarder
to MichCon's BeLIe River Mi1Is Compressor
Station (BetIe River MiIIs) inshore from the
St. CIair Riverbank in Michigan.
L.2.4

In addition to the construction of the 11.73
kilometre St. CIair
Bickford Line, the Application also contemplated the construction of
the Sarnia Industrial Line Station to provide
check measurement and control for volumes
flowing in either direction. A sectionalizing
block valve would be located at the St. Clair
Va1ve Site some 300 metres inshore of the St.
Clair River, thereby separating the river

/3
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crossing pipe from the St. Ctair
Bickford
Line and its interconnections with Union's
exísting and future distribution systems. The
initial capacity of the St. CIair - Bickford
Line would be 200 MMcf,/d. This initial capacity
was calculated utilizing
MichCon,s maximum
compression available at Belle River MiIls,
which was proposed to initially be 750 psig at
the international boundâry, and would provide
more than the design minimum inlet pressure at
Union's Dawn Compressor Station (pawn).

r.2,5
The volumes to be transported through the St.

r.2.6

CIair - Bickford tine are capable of being
delivered to the Bickford Storage pool or
directly to Dawn, through the Bickford Storage
Pool Line (the Bickford Line), for further
transportation or storage. It was noted in
Union's evidence that the use of the Bickford
Line would be restricted to varying degrees
during 280 days of the year, thus limiting the
flow of volumes through both the St. Ctair
Bickford Line and the Bickford Line to approximately 73 percent of their annual capacity.
Union's Sarnia Industrial Line serves a domestic
market normally in excess of 100 MMcf,/d. When
the Bickford Storage facilities
are unable to
take the volumes delivered through the St. CIair
Bickford Line to storage, or directty to
Dawn, Union claimed it would be able to direct

/4
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the delivery of these volumes to the Sarnia
Industrial Line.

r.2.7
Union's witnesses testified that the Company
will need additional pipeline capacity from its
Bickford and Terminus storage pools to Dawn
when expected storage and transportation needs
materialize. This additional pipeline capacity
could make the total annual capacity of the St.
CIair - Bickford Line available for transportation directly to Dawn and increase the deliverability and operating flexibitity of the Bickford
and Terminus storage poo1s.

L.2.8

Increases in the capacity of the St. CIair Bickford Line could be accomplished by adding
compression either in Ontario or in Michigan as
deemed appropriate at the time.

r.2.9
The design specifications meet Class 2 location
design criteria in what is now a Class I location. Union justified the use of Class 2 design

criteria on the basis of future use and expansion in the Sarnia area through which the
pipeline would run.
I.2

. 10

The total cost of construction for the St. Clair

Bickford Line and associated facilities
estimated by Union to be $9,3S2,000.

/5
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L.2.LL

Union stated that its construction ¡rrocedures
will be in accordance with the Board,s ,.Environ-

mental Guidelines for the Construction and
Operation of Hydrocarbon pipelines in Ontario,,,
and will also accommodate the environmental
impact mitigation measures recommended by the
environmental consultants retaÍned by Union.

/6
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1.3

PTIRPOSE OF THE PROPOSED FACTLTTIES

1.3.1

St. Clair Bickford Line would, according
to Union, provide it and other Ontario 1ocaI
distribution companies (LDCs), with access to
underground storage in Michigan. This additional gas storage in Michigan would aI1ow Union
to meet the anticipated storage requirements of
the Company and its customers.
The

L,3.2

Union also intends to use the proposed facilíties as a means by which it can access competitively priced United States gas suppties,
initiatly through contractual arrangements with
ANR Pipeline Company (ANR) in the United States.
r_.3 .3

Other eastern Canadian LDCs expressed an inter-

est in contracting for transportation services
on the St. Clair
Bickford Line in order to
also acquire competitively priced supplies of
firm and spot gas in the United States.

/7
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1.3 .4

Union claimed that the proposed pipeline would
enhance Ontario's security of gas supply due to
increased access to Michigan storage, United

States gas supplies and the array of United
States transportation alternatives. Union and
other Ontario tDCs would therefore be 1ess vulnerable due to interruptions in the supplies of
Alberta gas delivered to them by way of the
NOVA, AN ATBERTA CORPORATION (NOVA),

Great Lakes
Transmission Company (Great Lakes) and TransCanada Pipelines Limited (TCpt) systems.

/8
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2.
2.L

BACKGROT'ND

DESCRTPTTON OF NATT'RAL GAS SYSTEMS

Introduction

2.I.L
The natural gas industry consists

of four major
producers,
components:
consumers, pipetine
systems and storage facilities.
Canada,s
natural gas industry is, in many ways, unique
when compared to other industries or to the
natural gas industry in the United States.
Issues such as Union's current application
require the understanding and consideration of
the natural gas pipeline systems, contractual
arrangements and jurisdictions involved in the
flow of gas from the wellhead in Alberta to the
burner tip in Ontario.
2.L,2

The majority of the natural gas consumed in
Ontario is produced from reserves in AIberta.

Smaller volumes of

/9
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originate in other locations such as Saskatchewan. The descríptions of natural gas systems
and arrangements that are provided herein focus
on Alberta supplies as being generally representative of domestic sourced gas supplies from
outside Ontario, and are not intended to imply
that Àlberta is Ontario,s exclusive source of
gas supply.

Significance of Natural Gas to Ontario.s

Economy

2.I.3
Natural gas is the dominant non-transportation
fuel in Ontario, satisfying about 44 percent of
the province's "of f the road,, energy needs .
Nearly 60 percent of Ontario,s households are
currently heated with natural gas. Approximately 54 percent of the province,s commercial
and institutional sectors, energy demands are
met by natural gas. Ontario,s industries
account for about 43 percent of the province's
total energy consumption. Natural gas provides
approximately 30 percent of Ontario,s industrial
fuel and energy related feedstock requirements,
compared with oil and coal which provide roughly
25 percent and 2L percent, respectively.

2.r.4
Healthy economic growth and employment depend
on the competitiveness of the province,s
resource, manufacturing and high-technology
industries in domestic and international

/L0
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markets. Energy int,ensive industries, where
energy costs range from L7 percent to B0 percent of the cost of manufacturing, provide 20
percent of the province's manufacturing j obs
and output. When taken in totaI, Ontario,s
resource-based and manufacturing industries
account for almost 40 percent of the economic
output and provide three out of every ten jobs
in the province. The availability and price of
gâs, and the health of the Ontario LDCs, is of
tremendous significance to the welI-being of
the province.
2.L.s

The availability of gas supplies is a significant factor in determining industrial plant

sites.
Ontario's established natural gas
distribution system and Board approved rate
schedules currently allow industries to consider
remote locations and thereby bolster the
province's regional development aspirations.

2, L.6

of the province's industries, such as the
fertilizer industry, are inextricably tied to
natural gas as a raw material. Such ,,feedstock,
uses account for about I percent of the total
industrial demand for gas in Ontario. As muctr
as 40 percent of the industrial use of gas as a
fuel is in "duaI-fired" facilities where users
can switch between an alternate fuel and gas on
short notice. To maintai.n its share of the
Ontario industrial fuel market, natural gas
Some

/LL
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supply and pricing must remain competitive with
alternative energy forms and in Iine with gas

fuel costs in other competing manufacturing
centres, particularly in the United States.
and

2.L.7

fn

for natural gas represented 33 percent of the total Canadian use and
24 percent of the combined domestic and export
markets for Canada's natural gas production.
Ontario's natural gas use is therefore also
important to the western producing provinces.

/L2
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2.2 THE TRANSIUISSION AND DTSTRIBUTION

OF

NATT]RÀL GÀS

Introduction
2.2.L

This Chapter provides a brief su¡nmary of the
transmission and distribution of natural gas in
Canada. It provides the necessary background
to understand the custody, control and ownership
of natural gas as it moves to and within provincial markets.
2,2.2

Natural gas was first discovered in Canada near
Niagara Fa1Is, Ontario in L794. The first

natural gas well was completed in Moncton, New
Brunswick, in 1859, folLowed by discoveries in
Port Colborne, Ontario in 1866, in Kamsack,
Saskatchewan in L874 and the drilling
of
Ontario's first commercial weIl near Kingsville
in 1889.

/L3
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2,2.3

Alberta, although destined to add dramatically
to the known store of energy in Canada, did not
drill its first gas we1I until IB9O. However,
the drilling of the Leduc discovery well in 1947
touched off an intensive, widespread and longterm exploration program which has revealed
very large reserves of natural gas and oit
throughout western and northern Canada. These
discoveries in the late 1940s and early I950s
came at about the same time as advances in the
technologies of manufacturing large diameter
pipe and instatting it over long distances.
This conjunction of circumstances made the
development of projects to move gas to major
population centres attractive.
Transmission

2.2.4
To address the problem of moving Alberta gas to
the distant markets of eastern Canada, TCpL was

incorporated in I95I by Special Act of parliament. fn 1954, TCPL received permíssion to
remove natural gas from A1berta. It was also
granted a permit from the federal Board of
Transport Commissioners to construct a pipeline
from Alberta to Quebec. In June, LgS6, further
legislation was passed by the federal government
establishing a Crown corporation to construct
the northern Ontario section of the pipeline.

/L4
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2.2,5

pipetine system from
the A1berta,/Saskatchewan border to euebec was
completed in 1958, and the benefits of natural
gas were made available to millions of Canadians
not previously served. A petrochemical industry, which is critically dependent on natural
gas as a feedstock, has developed as a result.
At the same time, opportunities arose for new
export revenues from the sale of natural gas to
the United States of America.
Construction of the initial

2.2 .6

2.2.7

In 1963, TCPL purchased the northern Ontario
section of the pipeline from the Northern
Ontario Pipe Line Crown Corporation and thus
took possession of the entire gas transportation system from Alberta to euebec.
Most of the natural gas used in Ontario comes
from approximately 650 producers in AIberta.
The gas is collected and combined from the
various producing areas into transmission lines,
owned principally by NOVA, for delivery to
long-distance carriers.

2.2.8

for Ontario and other eastern markets leaves
Alberta and the NOVA system at Empress, Alberta,
where it enters the pipeline facilities of TCPL
at Burstall, Saskatchewan.
Gas

/L5
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2.2.9

As gas flows eastward from Alberta, the gas
pressure decreases due to friction with the
pipe wall. In order to achieve the required
flow rates, the gas must be recompressed at
compressor stations located along the transmission line at intervals of B0 to 160 kilometres.
2.2.LO

Between Burstall and Winnipeg there are as many
as five parallel pipelines.
Volumes from
Alberta are supplemented in Saskatchewan by gas
from Saskatchewan Power Corporation, Consoli-

dated Natural Gas Limited and Steelman

Gas

Limited.
2.2.LL

parallel lines move gas into
Ontario and Quebec, with portions of a third
line also in service in northern Ontario. The
northern line branches at North Bay. One
branch, the North Bay Shortcut, runs generally
east and then south through eastern Ontario,
while the other runs south to Toronto. There
it branches again, with two Iines travelling
east along the north shore of Lake Ontario to
Montreal while a third skirts west of Toronto
and runs south to the Niagara península,
connecting at the international border with
pipelines serving the northeastern United
From Winnipeg, two

States

/L6
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2.2.L2

Gas also travels eastward from Winnipeg to
markets in southwest Ontario and the midwestern
United States through the facilities of Great
Lakes, which is 50 percent owned by TCPL. The
Great Lakes system runs south of Lake Superior
and Lake Huron across Minnesota and northern
Wisconsin, then south through the State of
Michigan with links to Canadian systems at
Sault Ste. Marie and Sarnia. Near Sarnia, in
Dawn Township, the gas is received by Union and
transmitted across southwestern Ontario on its
Dawn-Trafalgar transmission pipeline to the
Trafalgar Station, near Oakville, where it
eithef rejoins the TCPL pipeline running south
to Niagara and east toward Montreal, or connects
with the distribution system of The Consumers,
Gas Company Ltd. (Consumers').
2.2.L3

pipeline system by
TCPL has continued in the form of new pipelines, looplines, additional compressor stations
and additional power at existing stations, alI
to meet the increasing demand for natural gas.
The total book value of TCPL's assets is now
more than $6 billion.
Expansion of the initial

2,2.L4

The present TCPL system which extends along a
4,400 kilometre right-of-wây, consists of 9,345
kilometres of pipeline and .loopline and approximately 795,100 kilowatts of compressor power
at 48 compressor stations.
/L7
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2.2.L5

The map in Appendix 4.2 shows the TCPL and
Great Lakes systems.

Distribution
2.2.L6

There are three major gas distributors in
Ontario which together serve approximately
1r700r000 customers: Consumers,, ICG Utilities
(Ontario) Ltd (ICG) and Union. Under rights
granted by the OEB, Union operates in southwestern Ontario, Consumers' in southern,
central, and eastern Ontario, and ICG in
northwestern, northern and eastern Ontario.
2.2.L7

The three major gas distributors in Ontario,

under the jurisdiction of the OEB, have differ-

ent systems. The unique aspects of each
distributor require different approaches to
managing variations in demand, particularly
during winter peaks.
Union

2.2.L8

2.2.L9

Union was incorporated in 19I1, and has been
involved in producing and distributing natural
gas since that time. fn 1942, Union became
engaged in the storage of n:".

In 1953 Union incorporated Ontario Natural

Gas

Storage and Pipelines Limited as a wholly-owned
/L8
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subsidiary, which in L957 took over Union,s
storage and transmission facilities as weII as
Union's wholesale operations. The two companies
and their respective operations were fuIIy amalgamated in 1961.
2.2.20

In 1958, Union purchased the majority of the
assets of Dominion Naturat Gas Company Ltd.,
and simultaneously sold all its assets situated
in Lincoln and Wetland Counties to the provincial Gas Company Ltd. At approximately the
same time, Union also purchased several other
small local distributors and manufacturers of
gas.

2.2.2r

rn 1985, Union reorganized its corporate and
financial structure in order to segregate its
utility
assets from its non-utility assets.
Union Enterprises Ltd., which previously was a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Union Gas, began
operating as the parent company with two whollyowned subsidiaries, Union Gas Limited (utility
operations) and Union Shield Resources (which
was in turn a holding company for precambrian
Shie1d Resources Limited and Numac OiI & Gas
Lrd. ).
2.2.22

Unicorp Canada Corporation bras created by the
amalgamation of Unicorp Financial Corporation
and Sentinel Holdings Limited in late L979.
Unicorp Canada Corporation is the parent company

/L9
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of Union Enterprises Ltd. and Unicorp American
Corporation. Unicorp American Corporation is
involved, through its subsidiaries and its
investments, in the energy, real estate and
financial services industries. Unicorp Canada
Corporation has several holdings in Canada and
in the United States as outlined in the organization chart in Appendix 4,L6. The Canadian
holdings are in the energy field as well as in
utility operations. Unicorp Canada Corporation
also holds investments in a number of unrelated
industries.
2.2.23

fn November of 1986, Union Enterprises Ltd.,s
67 percent interest in precambrian Shield
Resources Limited (PSR) hras amalgamated with
Bluesky Oil & Gas Ltd. and exchanged for a 3g
percent interest in Mark Resources Inc. through
a reverse takeover transaction. Mark Resources
Inc. became in turn, a co-owner, with Union
Enterprises Ltd. , of PSR Gas Ventures Inc. which
had previously been a subsidiary of precambrian
ShieId Resources Limited. pSR Gas Ventures
Inc. operated as a marketer of natural gas in
both Canada and the United States.
2,2.24

In 1988,

PSR Gas Ventures Inc. split
Mark Resources Inc. and amalgamated

aeray from
with Enron

Canada Ltd. to form Unigas Corporation, which
is now the Canadian natura-l gas marketing arm

of Unicorp Canada Corporation.

/20
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2.2.25

In 1987, Union Enterprises Ltd. established a
natural gas marketing subsidiary in the State
of Ohio called Unicorp Energy fnc., which
operates exclusively in the United States.
2

,2 .26

An organization chart showing Unicorp Canada
Corporation and its subsidiary companies is
attached as Appendix 4.16.
2

.2 .27

Originally, Union's supply of natural gas came
from Ontario sources, but as of L947, supplementary supplies were obtained from panhandle
Eastern Pipe Line Company in the United States.
Once TCPL's pipeline facilities were completed
in 1958, Union entered into a long-term contract

with TCPL for supplies of western
natural gas. Union's distribution
expanded rapidly from then onward.

Canadian
system

2,2.28

Union operates a fulIy integrated gas distribution system employing production, underground

storage, transmission and distribution facilities. In its 1988 fiscal year, Union sold
over 7,000 t06m3 of gas to approximately
544,000 customers. Union annually stores 2,OOO
t06m3 of gas for its own use and stores
some 650 tO6m3 of gas for other utilities.
In providing storage and transportation services, Union receives gas at both TCpL,s Dawn
and Trafalgar delivery points.

/2L
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2.2.29

Union's total assets exceeded l$f.3 billion on
March 31, I9B8 and its net utility plant investment was approximately $gSZ million.
Union,s
gathering, storage, transmission and distribution pipelines totalted L9,364 kilometres at
March 31, 1988.
2.2.30

The storage made avaitable by Union plays a
significant role in enabling TCPL to optimize
the use of its delivery system. If Union had
not been able to store gas for itself and
others, the TCPL delivery system would not be
as efficient as it is.
Union receives and
stores çtas in the off-peak period and is then
able to use that gas to supplement deliveries
from TCPL in the peak period to its customers
which include other utilities
such as Consumers' , ICG, the City of Kingston and Gaz
Metropolitain inc. (GMi). Union is the largest
operator of underground storage pools in
Ontario.

2.2.3I
The map in Appendix 4.3 shows Union,s system.
Consumers'

2.2.32
Consumers' was incorporated in IB4g by a Special
Act of the Province of Canada. Consumers, hras

formed for the purpose of manufacturing and
selling gas in the City of Toronto. Although

/22
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rates for the sale of natural gas became subject
to control in Ontario¿ no such control applied
in the case of manufactured gas.
2

,2 .33

In 1954, in anticipation of expanded operations
and a change from a manufacturer and distributor
of gas to a distributor of naturat gas only,
Consumers' was re-incorporated under the Corporations Act (1953). With this change, Consumers' became subject to the provisions of the
Ontario FueI Board, which then approved atI
rates to be charged to natural gas customers.
2,2.34
Consumers' arranged for the supply of natural
gas from the United States in 1954, and also
expanded its operations beyond the Iímits of

the City of Toronto. This was accomplished
through the acquisition of new franchises in
municipalities not previously served, and
through the acquisition of certain manufactured
gas systems in other areas which wêre then converted to natural gas.
2.2.35

rn 1959, once the TcpL system was completed,
Consumers' discontinued its
purchases of
natural gas from the United States, and contracted with TCPL for long-term supplies from
western Canada.
2.2.36

Consumers' is

distribution
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Ontario, western Quebec and northern New york
State. The company currently has total assets
of about SI.9 billion and distributes gas to
approximately 950,000 customers through its
network of over 19r000 kilometres of mains.
2.2.37

In addition to its regulated gas distribution
activities, Consumers' is engaged in:
o

the exploration for and the production of
oi1 and gâs, primarily in southwestern
Ontario;

o
o

the operation of underground gas storage
facilities
in Ontario, through a subsidiary; and
contract well drilling for gas and oil in
Ontario and the northeastern United States.

2.2.38

Underground storage located in

southwestern
Ontario is a key component of Consumers, integrated natural gas transmission and distribution
system.
Tecumseh Gas
Storage Limited
(Tecumseh), located in the Sarnia area, provides
storage fací1itíes for the Consumers, system.
Jointly owned by Consumers, and fmperiat OiI
Limited, Tecumseh operates storage reservoirs

with a working capacity of L,670 tO6m3.
Additional storage capacity of up to 365
to6m3 is secured under long-term agreements
with Union. Consumers, also operates a small
underground storage reservoir in the Niagara
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peninsula, Crowland, which is used to
locaI peak day requirements.

meet

2,2.39
The map in Appendíx 4.4 shows Consumers' system.
rcG
2

.2 .40

ICG began as Northern Ontario Natural Gas
Company Ltd. (Northern), and Twin City Gas
Company Ltd. (Twin). These !,rere originally
separate corporations, but Northern ultimately
acquired over 97 percent of Twin, s voting
shares. Thereafter the two entÍties essentially operated as one.
2.2.4L

Initial construction of what were to become
ICG's distribution systems began in L9S7 ,
coincident with the construction of the TCPL
system. Although the first gas delivery on
these systems was in December of 1952, construction continued until 1959, which marked the real
beginning of commercial operations of substance.
2.2.42

In f968, the company was reorganized through the
statutory amalgamation of three interrelated
Ontarío gas distributors: Northern, Twin and
Lakeland Natural Gas Ltd. The resulting entity
was renamed Northern and Central Gas Corporation
ttd. (Northern and Central). The majority of
Northern and Central's business was the distrib-

ution of natural gas, but it also acted as
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holding company for a number of other corporate
activities.
Northern and Central's gas distribution operations were later separated from its
other businesses, Ieaving Northern and Central
as an essentially "pure" utitity.
2.2.43

In October of 1984, Inter-City Gas Corporation,
a holding company, and two of its subsidiaries,
ICG Resources Ltd. and Vigas propane Ltd.,
purchased all the common shares of Northern and
Central. Northern and Central,s name was officially changed to ICG Utilities
(Ontario) Ltd
in 1986. ICc Utilities (Canada) Ltd. currently
owns 100 percent of ICG Utilities
(Ontario) Ltd.
2

.2 .44

ICG operates a natural gas distribution system
serving L20 communities by way of approximately

5,500 kilometres of pipeline originating at g4
interconnections on the TCPL transmission
system. The ICG system essentiatly consists of
a series of laterals off the TCPL pipeline as
it crosses Ontario. The individual Iaterals
are not interconnected. As noted, ICG serves
customers from northwestern to eastern Ontario.
ICc estimated that its net utility
plant wilI
have an average book cost of approximatety SSSZ
million in 1988. ICG projected that in tgBB it
would sell approximately 3, tOO tO6m3 of gas
and serve approximately I65,OO0 customers.
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2.2,45

The storage available to ICG is very Iimited.
It contracts with Union for approximately 99.1

of gas storage and has its or^rn liquid
natural gas storage facility with a capacity of
about L4.2 t06m3, when converted to gas.
This facility and Union's storage are used for
winter peaking purposes.
tO6m3

2

.2 .46

The map in Appendix 4.5 shows ICG's system.
SLstems Management
2

.2 .47

, ICG and Union, together with TCPL
and Great Lakes, provide the complex network of
pipelines and storage which serve Ontario with
natural gas. In the summer, this network has
excess pípeline capacity in many of its segments, and consequently there are alternative
ways in which gas can be routed through the
province, sometimes reversing the normal direcpermits each
tion of flow. This flexibility
utility to undertake maintenance and construction projects during the off-peak period of the
year while continuing to supply qas. In
addition, gâs injection into the underground
storage pools in southwestern Ontario duríng
the summer is facilitated by the abitity to
transport gas in two directions in the Union
line between Dawn and Trafa-lgar, and in certain
segments of TCPL's system.
Consumers'
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2.2.48
Gas is injected into storage during the

summer

off-peak period. As winter approaches and
demand increases, injection of gas into the
storage pools slows and then stops. Once the
demand exceeds the limits of the supply agreements between TCPL and the Ontario LDCs, 9ôs
flows into the distribution system from the
underground storage pooIs. On peak demand days,
the combined ability of TCPL and the storage
pools to meet the demand approaches its limit.
2.2.49

At times of peak demandr âriy failure of a pipeline, compressor or valve may threaten significant portions of an LDC's customer base. This
is true if the failure occurs anln^rhere between
gas wells ín Alberta and the point of use in
Ontario. Serious failures to date have been
rare and when they have occurred, âIl suppliers
who had gas avaitabte cooperated to deliver it
to those affected.
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2.3

DEREGT'LATION

Background

2.3.r
The following chronology

of the major events of

deregulation is provided as background information:
2.3.2

31, 1985 the Governments of Canada,
ÀIberta, , British Columbia and Saskatchewan
On October

signed the Agreement on Natural Gas Markets

and

Prices (the Agreement). The stated intent of
this Agreement was:
...to create the conditions for such
a regime (a more flexible and market
oriented pricing regime), including
an orderly transition which is fair
to consumers and producers and which
wiII enhance the Bossibilities for
price and other terms to be freely
negotiated between buyers and selters.

2,3,3

The Agreement provided, among other things,
that:
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o

access to natural gas supplies would be
immediately enhanced for Canadian buyers;

o

during the L2 month transition period
commencing November 1, 1985, 9âs consumers
would be able to enter into supply arrangements with producers at negotiated prices
(direct sales) i

o

effective November L, 1986, the administered price of gas at the Alberta border
would be removed; and

o

the parties to the agreement would foster
a competitive market for natural gas in
Canada.

2.3 .4

The then Federal Minister of Energy, the Honourable Ms Carney, at the time of the signing of
the Agreement and on many occasions since,

interpreted the Agreement as permitting aIl
buyers of gas to have access to the many sellers
of gôs, and that governments woutd not interfere
with the working of a competitive market. She
issued a communique relating to the Agreement,
which said in part:
...by November 1, 1986 aIt natural gas
buyers and sellers Ín Canada will be
released from unnecessary government
intervention in the rnarketplace.
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2.3 .5

Although Ontario was not a signatory to the
Agreement, this Board accepted the above
interpretations, and moved to accommodate the
principle of a competitive market.
2,3.6

The transition period (November l, I985 to
October 31,1986) saw producers and brokers
offering direct purchase options. Under direct
purchase, customers without a gas sales contract
with an LDC could negotiate directly with a
broker or producer and purchase gas outside
Ontario. The LDC could either transport the
gas without taking title (contract carriage) or
purchase the gas from the customer outside
Ontario and continue to se11 to the customer
under Board approved rates (buy,zsell).
2,3.7
The LDCs, TCPL and its system gas producers met
this competition to system gas sales through
two discount fund arrangements. The LDCs intro-

duced Market Responsive programs (MRps) and
Competitive Marketing Programs (CMps). The
customer and LDC negotiated discounts under an
MRP, or the customer, LDC and TCpL jointly negotÍated CMP discounts. Either program provided
the discount needed to retain that customer as
a purchaser of system gas.
2.3.8

The LDCs were not, however, released from any
contracts for the purchase of gas; only the
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pricing of supplies under contract was subject
to negotiation.
2.3,9

Following a hearing early in 1986, the National
Energy Board (NEB) issued Decision RH-5-85 finding that:

(a) transportation service to direct purchasers
of natural gas would reduce the operating
demand volume (ODV) of the LDC and displace
gas supplies previously acquired from TCPL,
thus removing double demand chargesi
(b) a distinction would be made between incremental and displacement sales in defining
. displacement volumes for tariff purposes;
and

(c) a recommendation be made, such that nonsystem gas sales bear some portion of
TOPGAS carrying charges.
2.3.rO

The NEB RH-3-86 Decision also removed constraints on TCPL's gas marketing agent, Western
Gas Marketing Limited (WGML), which had previously been prevented from making direct sales.
WGML,/TCPL is now, therefore, able to compete to
retain system gas' market share in Ontario by
using direct sales as well as by using the MRp
and CMP discount arrangements with the LDCS and
the end-user. fn 1987 the Board ordered that
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MRPs

and CMPs are to be discontinued on October

31, r988.
Traditional Sales Service - PhysÍcaI Flow
2.3.LL

Traditional sales service involves TCPL purchasing, transporting and suppLying gas to the
Ontario LDCs for their sale in Ontario. With a
few exceptions this Ì^ras the case until November
I, 1985. This type of service arrangement still
serves most of the Ontario natural gas market.
2.3,L2

Àn end-user or the shipper will generally have
title to the gas as it moves from the wellhead

through the fÍeId gathering systems. At the
interconnect of the NOVA system and the field
gathering systems, TCPL or its agent takes titte
to the gas it purchases. Custody and control of
the gas transfers from the field producer to
NOVA. The NOVA system is essentially an extension of the field gathering system which interconnects with the TCPL system. NOVA's rates
are subject to its own Act, NOVA, AN ALBERTA
CORPORATION Act, which provides for regulation
(by exception) by the Alberta Public Utilities
Board.

2,3.13

Gas flows through NOVA's system to the Empress
station at the AIberta,/Saskatchewan border,
where TCPL's system interconnects with the NOVA
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system. Custody and control of the gas then
shift to TCPL which continues to hold title to
the gas it has purchased. The gas then flows
eastward through TCPL's facilities
reaching
Ontario either through TCPL's Northern Line or
through the Great Lakes system. The TCPL system
is regulated by the NEB and the portion of the
Great Lakes system within the United States of
America is regulated by the United States
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).
The gas that flows through TCPL's Northern Line
can be delivered to Ontario through a number of
interconnections with the Ontario LDCs. The
gas flowing through the Great Lakes system is
delivered to Ontario at Dawn.
2.3.L4

Custody, control and title

to the gas typically
shift to the LDC at the delivery point where
the TCPL inter-provincial system connects with
the LDC's system. The LDC may then transfer
custody and control as the gas enters storage
facilities such as Tecumseh or Union,s storage,
or the Union transmission system.
2.3.L5

retains title to gas that it has contracted
with Union to carry through Union,s Dawn-Trafalgar transmission. system for delivery to the
LDC at delivery points in Ontario and euebec.
However, Union owns all of the line-pack gas in
that system
TCPL
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2.3.L6

The LDC retains title to gas in storage but
custody and control may shift to the storage
company anð,/or transmitter. For example, under
Consumers' storage contracts with Union, Consumers' takes title to the gas at Dawn and o!{ns
its gas in storage, but Union has custody and
control of the gas during storage and transmission to a delivery point on Consumers' system.
The OEB regulates the rates for all gas storage
and transmission on the LDCs' systems within
Ontario.
2.3.L7

sold to an LDC passes through its distribution system to the sales customers. TitIe,
custody and control of the gas remain with the
LDC until the gas is delivered to the customer's
plant gate or meter. Title, custody and control
then shift to the customer. The LDC's facilities and distribution rates are subject to the
jurisdiction of the OEB.
Gas

Traditional Sales Service - Contractual Obligations
2.3 . 18

flows from west to east under a number of
contractual arrangements. TCPL pays for the
supplies of gas from its contracted producers
on a net-back pricing basis. The producer,s
price is equal to the market price 1ess all
transportation costs etc. not borne directly by
the producer, and a margin to WGML.
Gas
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2,3 ,L9

The Ontario LDCs have gas supply contracts with
TCPL. The price paid by the LDCs reftects the
price paid by TCPL to its producers, the cost
of transportation on TCPL's system and any other
charges borne by TCPL under the net-back scheme.
2.3 .20

Traditional sales service end-users purchase
qas from the LDC under established terms and
rate schedules approved by the OEB.
2.3.2L
The flow of gas is initiated by the LDC when it
nominates the daily amount of gas it wishes to
take under its demand contracts with TCPL.

TypicalÌy a nomination stands until
given to change it.

notice is

Differences Between Traditional Sales Service anrt
Direct Purchase with Contract Carriage Service
2.3.22

Since November L, 1985, the Ontario end-user has
been able to directly purchase natural gas from

western producers. The resulting arrangements
have changed the way in which some gas reaches
Ontario end-users.
2,3 .23

Under a traditional sales service arrangement,
TCPL holds all regulatory approvals related to
the movement of its gas in-À,Iberta, and on its
own system under the jurisdiction of the NEB.
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The LDC holds all franchise and other OEB regu-

latory approvals required within Ontario.
2.3 .24

An end-userr or its agent(s) who purchases
directly, must obtain removal permits and exemption orders in A1berta. Pricing orders and a
transportation order to require contract carriage on TCPL's system must be obtained from
the NEB. Contract carriage arrangements with
the Ontario LDC are subject to OEB approval.
2.3 .25

The physical

flow of gas is essentíally the

same

for traditional sales service and contract
carriage from the wellhead to the burner tip.
NOVA maintains custody and control in Alberta.
The important difference is Ín the ownership of
the gas. rn the case of a direct purchàse,
title to the gas while in the NOVA system no
longer rests with TCPL, but is either with the
end-user, its agent or the producer.
2.3 .26

East of the

NOVA,/TCPL

interconnect at

Empress,

the actual physical transportation of gas on
the TCPL system, on behalf of a direct purchase
customer, is notional only. In the case of
direct purchase, the actual gas transported is
not owned by the direct purchaser or its agent
during the period of transportation in TCpt's
system. TCPt owns aII the-Iine-pack gas in its
system, regardless of direct purchase.
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2.3 .27

Even though natural gas moves at approximately
30 km,/hr, which would equate to approximately
4.5 days for gas to move from Atberta to
Ontario, through disptacement, 9âs is deemed to

be delivered in Ontario instantaneously with
its input into the system in Alberta. That is,
gas is injected into the TCPL system in Alberta
and exchanged with an equal amount of gas that
is withdra$¡n f rom TCPI-,'s line-pack in Ontario.
2.3 .28

The charges paid by the end-user to TCPL for
transportation are in accordance with NEB
approved rates, but are based on the notional
transportation of the gas. As a result, the
contractual relationship between TCPL and the
direct purchaser does not match the physical
operation of the system. The rate charged by
TCPL is for transportation of the direct purchaser's 9âs, but physically, only TCpL's gas
is transported. However, the customer pays a
price to TCPL that is based on the presumption
that the gas it owns has actually travelled
from Alberta as opposed to having been instantaneously exchanged.
2.3 .29

Under a contract carriage agreement, ownership
of the gas delivered to the end-user,s plant
varies according to load balancing arrangements.
Load balancing occurs when the LDC provides
make-up supplies, or takes excess deliveries to
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fluctuations in the rate at which
the end-user consumes gas. If the end-user
takes all the gas it has delivered to the LDC,
the title to that gas will remain with the enduser while carried by the LDC. Custody wilt be
with the LDC as it transports gas to the plant
gate, ât which time custody will be transferred
to the end-user. Again, the transportation is
notional. The LDC owns its system's linepack, and provides instantaneous deliveries to
end-users. If the end-user requires gas in
excess of the amount transported for the enduser by TCPL and the LDC, then this suppty wiII
be supplemented by gas to which the LDC has
titIe, custody and control to the end-user's
plant gate.
accommodate

2.3 .30

If the end-user delivers more gas to the LDC
than the user requires, the gas not required by
the end-user may be purchased by the LDC.
Title, custody and control changes and the gas
is commingled as part of the LDC's integrated
gas supply. OnIy the amount the end-user
requires is in the custody of and transported
by the LDC's system to the end-user,s plant
gate, with the end-user retaining title.
2.3.3L

UnIike Union and Consumers', ICG presently does
not provide load balancing for contract carriage
customers. Therefore, title is not an issue.
The end-user simply retains title and uses what-
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ever gas is deLivered to the TCPL./IJDC meteringstation on its behalf. The end-user's nominations at Empress must be very closely matched
by its consumption.
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2.4

HISTORY OF GAS REGULATTON

Ontario

2.4.r
Ontario's gas índustry was in its infancy,
aII regulatory matters r^rere under the jurisdiction of the Minister of Public Works. The Gas
Inspection Act was enacted to ensure the safety
of works and the integrity of franchises.

When

2.4.2

In 1918, Ontario passed the first of a series
of Natural Gas Acts. These statutes initially
placed the entire natural gas industry under
the jurisdiction of the Ontario Railway and
Municipal Board (ORMB). The Natural Gas
Advisory Board assisted the ORMB in regulatory
matters.
2.4.3
The 1919 Natural Gas Act superceded the tg1g Act
and enshrined the government,s right to supervise aIl drilling. However, the 1919 Act did
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not provide the power to authorize rate adjustments. Therefore, another Natural Gas Act was
passed in L920 which empowered the Natural Gas
Commissioner to increase rates and to limit and
regulate the use of natural gas.
2.4.4

This Act was amended once more in L92I. At that
time, the control and regulation of the production, transmission, distribution and sale of
natural gas was placed under the jurisdiction
of the Minister of Mines. Natural gas companies
brere removed from the jurisdiction of the ORMB.
The Natural Gas Referee took over in its stead,
and was empowered to fix rates. All administrative responsibilities were transferred to the
Natural Gas Commissioner.
2.4.5

In 1923, the Referee was replaced by the Natural
Gas Board of Reference for a short period. In
L924, the Referee took over the rate-fixing
jurisdiction once more.
2.4 ,6

In 1954, the Ontario Fuel Board Act was passed,
which placed aIl regulatory matters pertaining
to natural gas under the jurisdiction of the
Ontario Fuel Board. fn 1960, the Ontario Energy
Board Act eras proclaimed and superseded the
Ontario Fuel Board Act. All rate control powers
transferred to the Ontario Energy Board.
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Federal

2,4,7
The concept of a national energy board emerged
from the recommendations of two RoyaI Commis-

sions that reported following the Pipeline
Debate of 1956. The pipeline controversy
centred around the emergence of the eastern
Canadian energy market and

the western

Canadian

and natural gas resources. Since the
western reserves ¡rere physically distant from
major Canadian markets, the Province of Alberta
sought markets in the United States. However,
the federal government was concerned that
adequate gas and oiI pipeline links be established with the eastern Canadian market.
oil

2.4.8

fn L957, the

Gordon Roya1 Commission on Canada's
economic prospects commented on the extent and

importance of Canada's energy resources. The
Commission recommended the development of a comprehensive energy policy and the formation of a
national energy authority to advise the government on all matters connected with the long-term
energy requirements in Canada.
2.4.9

also appointed
in L957 to recommend the policies to best serve
the national interest regarding the export of
energy and energy resources. This Commission
was further asked to report on the regulatíon
The Borden Royal Commission !.ras
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of prices or rates, the financial .structure.andcontrol of pipeline companies, and all other
matters concerning the efficient operation of
inter-provincial and international pipelines.
This last report contained extensive recommendations regarding the formation of a "national
energy board". Legislation was introduced in'
1959 and was enacted as the National Energy
Board Act.

2.4.L0
The overall purpose of the National Energy Board
Act was to consolidate government actions in the.
energy field. The National Energy Board (NEB)
was to recommend polícy to the federal government, and later implement the national energy

policy. The National Energy Board Act was
largely based on the the legislation it r"placed: the Pipe Lines Act and the Exportationr
of Power and Fluids and Importation of Gas Act.
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2.5

TNTER-PROVTNCTAL AND TNTERNATTONAL NATT'RAL
GAS PTPELINE IINKS REGT'LATED BY THE
NATIONAL ENERGY BOARD

2.5 .L

Short pipeline links within the jurisdiction of
the NEB, joining provincially regulated systems,
in adjacent provinces, and similarly betweeni
provincially regulated systems and systems ir,
the United States, are common. The extent of
this practice is illustrated in Figure IB from:
the J-987 Annual Report of the NEB (Appendix,
4.6)

.

2,5 .2

Several pipeline links under NEB jurisdiction.
which connect Ontario with Quebec, and Ontario

with the United States of ^America, are

as

follows:

Champion

Pipeline Corporation ttd.

(Champion)

Noranda

2.5 .3
:

a 98 kilometre pipetine connecting'
TCPL's pipeline at Ear1ton, Ontario to the local'
Champion owns
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distributor, Le Gaz Provincial du Nord de Québec
Ltée. (Le Gaz) in Noranda, Quebec.
Temiscaminq

2.5 .4

pipeline extending from,
the Town Border Station in Thorne, Ontario
across the Ottawa River to the facilities of'
the local distributor, Le Gaz, in Temiscaming,
Quebec. Northern and Central Gas, now known as
ICG, was the local distributor in Thorne at the
tíme of construction.
Champion owns a .1.98 km

2.5 .5

Both Champion and Le Gaz were who1ly-owned sub-r
sidiaries of Northern and Central Gas Corpora-,

tion Limited (Appendix 4.7).
Niagara Gas Transmission (Niagara)
Cornwal I-Massena

2.5 .6

Niagara owns and operates a L4 km transmission

pipeline from the take-off point on the TCPL
system near CornwaIl, Ontario to the international boundary where it interconnects with the
St. Lawrence Gas Company, Inc. (St. Lawrence),
an LDC in northern New York State. ICG is the.
franchised distribution company which supplies'
local gas demand in Cornwall.

'
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2.5 .7

Both Niagara and St. Lawrence are wholly-owned
subsidiaries of Consumers' (Appendix 4.8).
Ottawa-HUII

2,5,8
The short pipeline link between the high-water
mark on each side of the Ottawa River is owned
by Niagara and interconnects Consumers' system
in Ottawa with that of Gazifère de Hul1 de
Québec (Gazifère de Hul1) in HulI.

I

2.5 .9

Both Niagara and Gazífère de HulI are owned by
Consumers'

.

Union - Panhandle Eastern Pioeline Comoanv lPanhantTle
Eastern)
2.5.10

In 1947, Union began receiving deliveries of'
United States sourced gas from Panhandle Eastern:
through two NPS L2 pipelines constructed under:
the Detroit River. The two pipelines of about
I km in length f rom the Canada,/United States
border to Union's Ojibway Meter Station near:
Windsor are owned by Union, and were certificated by the NEB under Section 95 of the NEB Act:
in 1960. These lines connect the tine owned by,
Union, extending from the Oj ibway Meter Station

;

'

i

to Union's Dawn Compressor Station in Sarniar
(the Panhandle Line), and Panhandle Eastern,st
network in the United States. Union's panhandler
I
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Line is under the jurisdiction

of the

OEB.

(AppendÍx 4.9)
NOVAcorp

International Pipelines Ltd.

(NOVAcorp)

2.5.LL

27, 1988, the NEB announced its approval
of the construction of the Canadian portion of
a pipeline to cross the Detroit River near Windsor. The NOVAcorp plpeline will be O.7 km 1ong,
extending from Union's Ojibway Meter Station to
the Canada,/United States border. The continuing
portion of this pipeline from the border into
the United States will be owned by National
Steel Corporation (NationaI Steel).

On June

2.5,12

The existing Canadian pipeline network, including the facilities of TCPL and Union, wilI be
used to carry gas from western Canada to the
proposed junction with the NOVAcorp line near
Windsor for direct delivery to National Steel,s
plants at Ecorse and River Rouge, Michigan.
TCPL Dawn Extension

2,5,L3

i

TCPL's Dawn Extension connects to the Greati
Lakes system at the Canada,/United States border'

near the middle of the St. Clair River Dêârr
SarnÍa and terminates at Union's Dawn Compressor
Station. This existing system consists of 0.39
km of dual NPS 24 pipe under the river andi
I
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about 23 km of NPS 36 p i.pe--.f, rorn- the-r.ive.r.-- toDawn. Pursuant to NEB Order No. XG-7-88, TCPI'
is now authorized to construct an additional
8.8 km of NPS 36 Loo¡r to be pLaced in service
on this system, by November L, 1988. (ApBendix
4.10)
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3.
3.1

THE

HEJARING

THE HEARING

3.1.1

In its Notice of Hearing dated May 20, 1988, the,
Board appointed Thursday, ,June L6, 1988r as. thet
first day of this hearing. In its Procedurali
Order-I dated May 20, 1988, the Board called for,
all evidence, interrogatories and responses to,
interrogatories to be filed by ifune 13, 1988.
;

3.L.2

By Notice of Motion dated ilune 6, 1988, TCPL
brought a motion before the Board requesting an;
order that Union's Application was not within
the Board's jurisdiction.
The Board, with the,
consent of all parties present, deferred hearingl
the motion regarding jurisdiction untit the
conclusion of evidence.
3.1.3

Mr. Peter Goutr ôrr o!ìrner of storage f acilities
in Michigan, applied at the hearing for Iate:
intervenor status. The Board denied Mr. Gouti

I
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full intervenor status because the substance of
his intervention was the private litigation between himself and Union which was already before
the Courts, and which was not relevant to the
matter before the Board. The Board allowed that
Mr. Gout could reneer his application at a later
date if he could present additional evidence
relevant to this proceeding pertaining to:
Michigan storage.
3.1.4
The hearing of evidence began on Thursday, June
L6, 1988, and was completed on Monday, June 20,
1988. Oral argument from all parties, except'

Northridge Petroleum Inc. (Northridge), *""
presented on Wednesday, June 22, 1988. Northrídge was permitted to file written argument ¡yi
Friday, June 24, 19BB. Board Staff and Union
were granted the right to reply to argument by
July L, 1988, but no replies were submitted.
Appearances

3.1.5

The following parties made
participated in the hearing:

appearances

Union Gas Limited

B.

Counsel to Board Staff

J. Campion

C-I-L Inc.

P. Jackson

The Consumers'
Company

/5t

Ltd.

Gas

P.

Kellock,

Atkinson

Q.C.

and

j

j

i

i
I
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Mr. Peter Gout
Northridge PetroLeum
Marketing Inc.

St. CIair Pipelines

Limited

TransCanada PipeLines

Limited

. A. Giffen,
P. Budd
G. Ferguson
S. Lederman
if

J. Murray
.J. Francis,
J. Schatz

Q. C.

Q.C.

Witnesses

3.1.

6

The following witnesses gave testímony during
the course of the hearing:

for Union - (Panel 1)

P. D. Pastirik,
Studies, Union

Manager, Financial

A. F. Hassan,
Manager, Gas Suppty
Logistics, Uníon
W. rt. Cooper,
Senior Vice
President,
Marketing & Gas
Supply, Union

G. D. Black,
Manager, Storage
Transportation
Services, Union

&

W. G. James,
Manager, Facilities

Planníngr Union

I
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for Union - (Panel 2)

R. Bryant,
Manager, Pipeline
Engineering,

Gas

SuppIy Engineering,

Union

P. G. Prier,
Project Managêx,
Ecological Services

for Planning Ltd.

for Northridge -

D. W. Minion,
Chairman, Northridge
G. E. Ferguson,

Regional Manager,
Eastern Canada,
Northridge

for

TCPL

-

A. A. Douloff

,

Vice President,
Transportation, TCPL
M. Feldman,
Manager, Facilities
Planning, TCPL
A. S. Cheung,
Senior Engineer,

Facilities Planning,
TCPL

3.1.7

A verbatim transcript of the proceediûgs,
together with a coBy of all exhibits is
retained in the Board files and is available to
the public.
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3.2

POST HEARTNG NOTICES AND PROCEEDTNGS

TCPL's JuIy 19, 1988, Notice of Motion
3

.2.L
Subsequent to the close of the evidentiary phase
of the hearing and the receipt of aII arguments,
TCPL submitted a Notice of Motion to the Board
dated .TuIy 19, 1988, wherein it requested leave

i

of the Board to receive additional evidence in'
these proceedings. TCPL specifically sought to
enter Transcript excerpts dated .TuIy 8, 1988,
and .Tuly 1I, 1988, f rom another Board Hearing,
under Board File No. E.B.R.t.G. 32, dealing;
with the security of Ontario's gas supplies.
TCPL contended that these excerpts are relevant
to the issue of jurisdiction raised in the
E.B.L.O. 226 hearing.
3

.2.2

i

In its Notice of Motion, TCPL advised that tft.,
cited Transcript and an Affidavit of JilI
Catherine Schatz , a solieitor in the tegaf.
Department of TCPL, sworn to on JuIy L9, 1988,
would be used at the hearing of the motion.
I

i

I
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The Affidavit by Ms Schatz, which was withdrawnupon consent, dealt with a Transcript relating

to an Application by Empire State Pipeline
(Empire) to the Public Service Commission of
the State of New York (NY PSC) for authorization
to construct and operate a natural gas pipeline
from Grand fsland, New York to Syracuse, New
York (the Empire Pipeline). TCPL claimed the
Transcript was relevant to the E.B.L.O. 226
hearing, and was not available to TCPL prior to
the close of evidence and the making of its
argument on June 22, 1988.
3

.2.3
By copies of its Notice of Motion, TCPL advised
all intervenors in the E.B.L.O. 226 proceeding

of its intentions.
The Reopened Hearing

3.2.4
The Board issued a Notice of Hearing of Motion

to all active participants in the E.B.L.O. 226
proceeding on August 2, 1988, wherein Tuesday,
August L6, 1988, was set as the date on which
it would hear TCPI's Motion (the Reopened
Hearing). The Reopened Hearing was convened
under Board FiIe No. E.B.L.O. 226-A on August
L6, 1988, and lasted I day.
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Appearances

3.2,5

The following parties made appearances
participated in the Reopened Hearing:
TransCanada Pipel,ines

J. Francis,

and

Q.C.

Limited

3

Union Gas Limited

,J.

D. Murphy

Counsel to Board Staff

J.

Campion

.2.6

The results of the Reopened Hearing are presented in section 3,7 ot this Decision.
3

.2.7
A verbatim transcript of the proceedings in the
Reopened Hearing together with a copy of att

exhibits is retained in the Board files
available to the public.

and is

TCPL's June Notice of Motion

3.2.8

Àfter the conclusion of evidence and argument
in these proceediî9s, TCPL submitted an undated
NotÍce of Motion (the ,Iune Notice) , seeking to
have documents which were not available to TCpL.
prior to its making argument on June 22 and
which TCPL claimed $rere relevant to the:
jurisdictional issue raised in this proceeding.,

I

i

i

i
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3

.2.9

In its June Notice TCPL sought to have three
documents, referenced in an affidavit of JilI
Catherine Schatz sworn to on June 28, ISBB;
entered into evidence: the application by
Empire to the NY PSC for authorization to
construct the Empire PipeIine, the prefiled
testimony of W.J. Cooper of Union in support of
Empire's application, and a letter from the
said W.J. Cooper to Empire dated June l-4, 1988.
3

.2. 10
TCPL's June Notice also sought to cross examine

J. Cooper with regard to the matters raised
in the documents it proposed for filing.

I^I.

3

.2. 11

,

In a letter of June 29, 1988, to the Board,
Mr. G.F. Les1ie, Counsel for Union, stated that'
Union had no objection to the filing of the,
three documents which were the subject of
TCPL's June Notice. He further stated that the
clarification TCPL sought to obtain through its
cross examination of W.J. Cooper had been:
provided to Counsel for TCPL. In that letter.
Mr. Leslie went on to state that Mr. Francis,
had told Union that under the circumstances h.:
itid not need to pursue the June Notice and had
authorized Mr. Leslie to request that the Board
dispose of the matter of the June Notice on the
basis of Mr. Leslie's ,June 29 letter.
I

i

i

;

i
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3

,2.L2
On iluly 4, 19BB Mr. Francis wrote to the Board
acknowledging Mr. Leslie's letter of June 29,
1988, and gave notice that he was discontinuing

TCPL's ,June Notice. In his July 4 letter
Mr. Francis made the "suggestion" that Mr.
Leslie's June 29 letter and the three exhibits
referred to in the June Notice be marked as
exhibits.
3.2.L3

On the basis of TCPL's discontinuing its
motion, the Board withdrew the three exhibits
which were the subject of the Notice, and the
J.C. Schatz affidavit of June 28 from the
Exhibit List.
3.2.L4

Due to a clerical error, these documents had
been prematurely entered as Exhibit Nos. 2L.2,

2I.3, 2L.4 and 2L.5 in this proceeding. The
Board informed all parties of the withdrawal of
these exhibits by letter dated August IB, t9BB
which enclosed the final corrected Exhibit List.
TCPL's August 23 Notice of Motion

3.2.15

Thirty-two days after having made its argument
in the main hearing, TCPL filed its fourth
Notice of Motion in this proceeding dated
August 23, 1988 (the August 23 Notice).
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3.2.16

TCPL's August 23 Notice lqas to request the
filing of the same three documents that were

ect of its ,.Tune Notice as described
above in paragraph 3.2.9.

the

3

,2,

sub j

L7

In its August 23 Notice TCPIr claimed that the
proposed filings
were
relevant to the
jurisdictional issue raised in this proceeding
in that they r^rere claimed to clarify the
relationship between the Empire Pipeline
project and the proposed St. Clair - Bickfordr
Line. The August 23 Notice also acknowledged,
the Board's having previously received as
exhibits the Transcript excerpts which also
dealt with the Empire Pipeline's relationship
to this proceeding and which were the subject
of the Reopened Hearing on August 16, 1988

i

I

r

3.2.18

TCPL advised that

it intended to use the
affidavit of JiIl Catherine Schatz sworn to on
,fune 28, 1988, and the af f idavit of John
Herbert Francis ss¡orn to on August 22, 1988.
(which presented a chronological account of the,
events, and Mr. Francis' interpretation of
these events, leading to the fíling of the,
August 23 Notice) in the hearing of this latest

:

i

r

motion
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3,2.L9

By copy of its August 23 Notice TCPL informed
all active parties to the E.B.L.O. 226
proceeding of its intentions.
The ex parte Decision Survew

3.2.2r
On August 26, 1988 the Board, by electronic
written notice, informed alI parties to the
E.B.t.O. 226 proceeding that it deemed the
prolonged nature of this proceeding to have
created a special circumstance warranting the
Board to invoke subsection L5(2) of the Act in
an effort to minimize the time, expense and
inconve¡rience to all parties when deating with
TCPL's August 23 Notice.

3.2.22

The Board asked all parties to indicate if they

objected to the filing
of the documents
proposed by TCPL in its August 23 Notice, and
if they objected tó the Board deciding ex parte
to grant this motion. fn its communique, the
Board stated that if no objections were
received by the close of business on August 29,
1988, the Board would issue a decision
accepting TCPL's motion.
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3.2,23

The results of this survey of tt¡e partíes, and
the Board's ex parte decision under Board FÍIe
No. E.B.Ir.O. 226-A are presented in section 3.7

of thís Decísion.
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3.3

NEED FOR THE PROPOSED FACTLITTES

Access to Michigan Storage

3.3.1
âs
A prime purpose of the proposed facilities,
described by the Applicant, was to enable it to
enter into arrangements with MichCon to access
Michigan storage space in 1989, and meet Union's
immediate storage requirements for its domestic
markets that, according to the Company, cannot
otherwise be accommodated by developed storage
in Ontario.

3.3.2

Further, Union plans to integrate Michigan and;
Ontario storage facilities through the proposed
connection of MichCon's Belle River Mills Com-l
pressor Station to Union's Dawn Compressor
Station. The proposed St. Clair-Bickford Line
would, according to Union, be a key component
of this integration p1an.- Union argued that:
such integrated storage capabilities would:
yield additional ftexibility
for the Company
i

i
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and its transportation customers when they pür:
chase United States gas.
Access to Alternate Gas Supolies

3.3.3

Union's witnesses identified a priority need to,
diversify Union's gas supply services by means;
of the proposed facilities which would increase,
access to additional storage facilities
and
potentially provide access to alternate supplies
of competitively priced gas from the United
States.
3.3.4

Deregulation of the gas industry eras cited by
Union as having created an environment in which
TCPL and others wilt take advantage of their
increased ability to export gas into markets ir;
the United States. Consequently, according to
Union, service on the TCPL,/Great Lakes and NOVA,
systems can be expected to be more vulnerable
to disruptions as firm capacity becomes fuIIy,
uti lized.
Interruptible
service on these,
systems was characterized by Union as already
being constrained. Union claimed it and the.
other Ontario LDCs could no longer afford to
totally rely on the TCPL,/Great Lakes and NOVA
systems for essentially aIt their supply

I

i

I

i

r

i

j

3.3.5
'

The need for supply diversification was, there-.
forer sêêD by Union to be essential, in order
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for the LDCs to fulfill their mandate to providea reliable supply of natural gas to Ontario
consumers.

Enhanced Barqaininq Position

3.3.6

Union argued that, based on its experience in,
the United States gas supply market through itsi
interconnection with Panhandle Eastern, the
proposed facilities
would increase its access
to supplies of less expensive spot gas and
competitively priced firm gas from the United
States.
3.3.7

;

Despite price deregulation, Union claimed it,
has not been able to successfutly negotiate
fully market competitive gas prices under its
existing CD and ACQ contracts with TCPL.
Union's access to United States gas via its
Panhandle Line has, however, according to the
testimony of Union's witnesses, provided the;
leverage to negotiate discounts amounting to
$fS.9 million to date under its contracts with;
TCPL. However, Union claimed that its United
States gas purchases via the Panhandle Line are.
limitedr âs recognized by the Board in its
Reasons for Decision in E.B.R.O. AL2-LLL datedi
,January 22, 1988.

i

i

i

i

'

ì

3.3.8

Union expected that the increased ability to
access and store spot and firm United States
/64
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9âs, which the proposed facilities wouId. pro-.
vide, will enhance its bargaining power when
negotiating the price of western Canadian
supplies. Union estimated that this enhanced
bargaining power would result in qas cost
savings of at least $10 million per year for
its sales customers.
Enhanced

Securitv of Supply

3.3.9

Improved security of supply was another of
Union's significant
Increasing
objectives.
capacity constraints on the NOVA, Great Lakes,
and TCPL delivery systems r^rere claimed by Union:
to be responsible for the deliverability probIems experienced in .Ianuary, f 9BB, and TCPL's
unexpected reduction in the interruptible
service available to Ontario LDCs.
3

,

.3 .10

Union expects that its security of suppty witt
be improved by having increased access to the

broader United States gas reserves base, and
transportation alternatives.
Also, the proposed pipeline interconnection with MichCon's
Belle River MiIls storage system was seen by:
Union as a way to further enhance its security
of supply. Evidence r^ras submitted by Union'
that it is currently negotiating a gas exchangei
agreement with MichCon for this purpose
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Positions of Other Parties
TCPL

3.3.11
TCPL acknowledged the value of Union's goals.
However, TCPL did not agree with the means by
which Union proposes to achieve these goaIs.

TCPL's alternative to Union's proposed facilities is addressed in section 3.6 of this
Decision.
Consumers'

3.3.12
Consumers' main concern f^ras security of supply.

position was that the existing delivery
system is "too tight".
It viewed the proposed
facilities as a project which will enhance the
deliverability of gas from a more diversified
Its

supply.

Northridge
3.3.13

Northridge supported Union's objective.
Its
position was that the proposed facilities, when
linked through the facilities of St. Clair pipelines to MichCon, would benefit both suppliers
and purchasers of natural gas. The ability to,
access gas supplies and storage from an expanded
number of sources would, according to tgorthridge, improve the climate of competition in,
the natural gas marketplace.. Northridge argued'
that:

I

|
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3.3.14

A substantial segment of the present
Ontario gas market has not yet enjoyed the
benefits of deregulation due to the lack
of available supply alternatives, that is,
lack of effective competition. potential
suppliers and customers have also been
prevented from realizing these benefits
because access to monopoly pipelines is
frequently limited or restricted
by
government regulations
3

.

.3 .15

Access to alternate gas supply sources
through the proposed Union facilities,
should provide that sort of competition in
the Ontario gas market. The proposed
facilities wilt also improve the operating
flexibility
of Union and other parties,
such as Northridge and/or end-users, by
providing alternative suppty capabitities
and increased access to storage. These
advantages, which should be available to
all purchasers or potential purchasers on
a non-discriminatory basis, will enhance
Ontario's security of supply and provide
opportunities to minimize transportation
and supply costs.

C-I-L Inc. (CIL)
3.3.16

CIL took no position on whether the proposed
facilities should, or should not, be buiIt.
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Board Staff

3.3.17

Board Staff held that, subject to economic.
feasibility,
Union has proven a need for the
proposed facilities,
ât least in the short run.
3

.3 .18

On the basis of Union's evidence that it

couldi

supply its long-term storage requirements fromr
facilities
in Ontario, Board Staff concluded
that a short-term need for 2 Bcf of incremental
storage was not sufficient reason for the Board
to grant this Application.
3.3.19

1ari.y, Board Staf f did not endorse Union, s
argument regarding enhanced security of supplyi
since, according to Board Staff, there was no'
compelling evidence that the existing deliveryi
system, including Alberta gas producers, wouldi
have any difficulty
in meeting the long-term:
needs of Ontario gas customers.
Simi

i
I

,

3.3.20
However, Board Staff agreed that the proposedi
project would yield potential savings on Union,s,
discretionary gas purchases and increase the:
Company's negotiating leverage when bargaining

with

TCPL and

WGMt.

l

Board Findings

3.3.21

previous public proceedings before this,
Board and the NEB have already established that

Numerous
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existing delivery system is "tight", and
that Union's storage facilities are near capacity.

TCPL's

3.3.22

During the recent hearíng of TCPL's 19BB and
I9B9 Facilities Application before the National
Energy Board (Order No. GH-2-87), TCPL's evidence indicated that excess capacity on its
system will be greatty reduced, starting in
1988. Prevíous excess capacity permitted the
LDCs in eastern Canada to meet their requirements, partly through discretionary purchases.
3.3.23

In this Board's Report to the Lieutenant Governor, dated May 2,1988, under Board File No.
E.B.O. L47, on the matter of an application by
Tecumseh for a regulation designating the Dow
Moore 3-21-XII PooI as a gas storage area, the
implications of this tightened supply situation
became apparent:

Correspondence between Consumers' Gas
and TCPL filed in evidence indicates

that there is no spare capacity available, i.e. no peaking service (Ps) or
temporary winter servíce (T9{S) and only
limited interruptible service ( IS) .
the development of additional storage is essential for the satisfactory
operation of the system, assuming that
incremental firm service volumes are
available. The purpose of contracting
(storage capacity) with Tecumseh is to
absorb the summer season surplus
through injections to storage in order
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to suppllr the winter deficiency through
withdrawats from storage.

3.3.24

The above scenario l¡as timited to the existing
TCPL delivery system which is currently the

only significant delivery service to eastern
Canada. Hence, the emphasis is on storage.
There is an obvious need for increased access
to diversified supply services in order to
enhance the deliverability of gas to Union, the
other LDCs and their customers.
3.3.25
Reinforcement of gas supply to Union for sales

within
Union's franchised municipalities,
including the Sarnia industrial area, and to
Union's storage and transportation customers
(including Consumers' and GMi, and their megalopolítan service areas), requires access to
alternative sources of supply.
3.3.26

Storage continues to be ertremely important.
Storage can provide Union with additional
flexibility
in its exercise of the various
purchase options that can be made available by
the proposed facilities
and their upstream
interconnect ions
3

.

,3.27

The Board finds that there is a need for the
Ontario gas market to receive the benefits that
can flow from the competition that enhanced gas
supply alternatives witl g'enerate. The Board
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finds that the proposed facitities will contribute to a more competitive and open gas supply
market, wherein both Union and its storage and
transportation customers will have increased
bargaining power, purchasing options, flexibility and strengthened back-up supplies. This is
consistent with the public interest criterion
of providing reliable service to the Ontario
consumer at the lowest possible cost.
3

.3 .28

The Board finds that Union's proposal will
enhance security of supply, system reliability
Supply to both the
and system flexibility.
Sarnia industrial area and major gas markets
elsewhere in southern and eastern Ontario will
be reinforced as a result of the proposed facilities and their Iink with Union's Dawn-Trafalgar
transmission system.
3.3.29

The Board, therefore, finds that the proposed
facitities wilI fiII a need in the publíc

interest.
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3

.4

ROUTE

.

CONSTRUCTION, I,ANDOVINER AND

ENTTTRONMENTAL IIIPACTS

Positions of the Parties
Union

3.4.1
Union changed its prefiled route alignment, to

locate the pipelíne adjacent to the south side

of the road allowance on Moore Road No. 2, from
the western extremity of Lot 12, Front Concession to the eastern half of Lot 26, Concession
II. The realignment is entirely within lands
owned by M. Ladney and C. A. Apcynski who requested the relocation of the pipeline to the
Iand which is zoned industrial. The previous
location was not compatible with the landowners' plans for future industrial development in
this area.
3.4.2

to comply.with the recommendations set out in a letter from the Ministry of

Union also agreed
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Consumer and Commercial Relations, dated

rTune

I0,

1988, concerning the proximity of the
proposed pipeline to two houses on Lot 27, Concession II.
3.4.3

With respect to the siting of the Sarnia Industrial Line Station, Union,s witness explained
that the proposed location was based on road
accessibility, suitabitity of the terrain and
landowner consent.

3.4.4

A comparison of the component costs of Union,s
NPS 24 KirkwaIl Line (EBLO 2LB/2L9) and the
proposed pipeline was made by Union,s witness.
3.4.5

Union confirmed that it used Class 2 location
design factors because the area is a designated
industrial zone, and future development would
cause the area to be reclassified from its
present Class I location. Mr. Ladney,s possible
construction of a plastics plant was cited as
an example of future development.
3.4.6

Union explained that the environmental assessment study filed in this hearing will be part

of the construction contract, and its mitigation
recommendations will therefore be imposed on
the pipeline contractor.
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TCPL
3

,4,7

that its alternative is environmentally superior to Union's proposal because
it does not require a new utility corridor.
TCPL claimed

3.4.8
TCPL argued that no leave to construct order
should be issued by the Board until all necessary regulatory approvals have been granted,
including aIl necessary import and export

approvals. Union countered that the amended
negotiated condition described below is sufficient and that some judgments must be left to
the utility's management.
Board Staff

3.4.9

Conditions of Approval (Appendix 4.11) were
introduced by Board Staff during the hearing.
These conditions address construction, monitoring and reporting requirements and were accepted
by Union. As originally filed and agreed to by
Union, these conditions called for the leave to
construct to expire on December 31, 1988.
3.4.10

One further condition of approval, which was
proposed by Board Staff for addition to any
order or approval that the Board may decide to
grant, was agreed to by Union's Counsel:
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The Board's approval for the construction of the St. Ctair to Bickford

transmission Iine proposed by Union
Gas Limited is contingent upon St.
CIair Pipelines Limited and Michigan
Consolidated Gas Company receiving aII
the regulatory approvals necessary to
construct the pipelines from the St.
CIair Valve Station to MichCon,s Compressor Station at Belle River MilIs,
Michigan, in order to complete the
connection to the storage facilities
situated in the State of Michigan, one
of the United States of America.
Copies of the approvals issued by FERC,
or whatever approvals may be necessary
in the United States, the Michigan
Public Service Commission and the
National Energy Board shall be filed
with the Board prior to the commencement of construction of the St. Clair
Bickford transmission line.

3.4.1r

Union later suggested that the first line in
paragraph two should read "Copies of the approvals issued by or through FERC, the Michigan
. .. ".
This wording was proposed in order to
accommodate the issuance of a presidential

permit

which

international

is

required

connection,

processed through

to
and

make the
would

be

FERC.

Board Findings
3,4.12
The Board finds that Union has been diligent in
addressing landowner and eñvironmental concerns

in its final route selection, and has properly
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sought to mitigate these concerns through consultation and negotiation.
3.4.13
The selection of Class 2 location pipe is found
by the Board to be prudent, given the potential
for industrial development along the pipeline

route during the lifetime of the line.
3,4.14

The Board notes that the Applicant,s environmental assessment studies for the pipeline
routes r^rere in accordance with the Board,s
guidelines, and !{ere reviewed and approved by
the Ontario Pipetine Coordination Committee.
3.4.15

The Board notes that the route selection was
responsive to revisions initiated by concerned
landowners prior to the hearing and, therefore,
no landowners found it necessary to object.
3.4.16

The Board finds the revised route proposal to
be appropriate. The fact that the alternative
proposed by TCPL does not require a new pipeline
corridor is recognized but is considered insufficient grounds for rejecting Union,s proposal.
3.4.L7

finds that the construction costs are
consistent with those of other current pipeline
projects of equivalent pipe size.
The Board
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3.4.18

The Board approves the form of the Agreement
for Land Use filed by the Applicant.
3.4.19

The Board finds that leave to construct shall

be conditional on the initial
requirements
proposed by Board Staff and agreed to by Union.
However, given that these proceedings have now
been protracted, the Board finds that it is no
longer reasonable to condition its approval to
the original, agreed upon, expiry date. The
Board, therefore, now specifies that its leave
to construct shall expire on December 31, 1989.
These conditions as filed, and amended regarding
the expiry date, are presented in Àppendix 4.11
to this Decision.
3

.4 .20

The Board finds the additionat condition regarding regulatory approval, agreed to by Counsels
to Board Staff and for Union, and subsequently
revised by Union, is appropriate and shall also
be included as a condition of approval. This

condition is presented in Appendix 4.I2 to this
Decision.

3.4,2I
The Board finds that the reconmendations set
out in the letter from the Ministry of Consumer
and Commercial Relations, dated ,fune 10, 19BB,
and accepted by Union, are appropriate and
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shaII -*also --be. --included -- as --conditions of
.approval. These conditions are presented in
Appendix 4.13 to this Decision.
3,4.22

finds that the granting of a leave to
construct order does not need to be conditioned
upon the prior grantíng of all necessary import
and erport approvals, as recommended by TCpt.
Howeverr âs noted earlier, the Board directs
Union to file copies of al.I requisite regulatory approvals prior to commencing construction.
The Board

3.4.23

The Board, therefore, finds that, in complying

with the conditions as defined in Appendices
4.II, 4.L2 and 4.I3, Union wiLl have dealt with
environmental and Iandowner concerns and the
public interest in a responsible and acceptable
manner.
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REASONS

Positions of the Parties
Union

3.5.1

In its economic justification for thÍs project
000, union estimated savings of
r$2.5 mitlion in both 1988 and 1989 as a result
:costing

lü9,35e

r

of purchases of United States spot gas and
.$750,000 in each year due to purchases of United
States firn gas. Union forecast an ongoing
annual |$fO million savings to be achieved as a
result of increased negotiating leverage when
bargaining with TCPL. The expected total savings were specified by Union to be $13,250,000
in each of 1988 and 1989.
3.5.2

Union identifíed various costs to be deducted
from these potential savings, such as the costs

of transportation by St. CIair Pipelines,
Ontario Hydro lease payments, municipôI, capital
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and current-- income taxes,- - -.T}¡e--net-cash f row,
after deducting these expenses, was craimed by

:the Applicant to be
87,700,L92 in 1989.

fi?

,sa6,

600 in rggB

and

3.5.3

capitar cash frow was projected by union to
be $8,745,859 in 19g8 and g6,4or in 1989. union
,then caLculated the accumurated net present
varues of the net cash frow and capital streams
as yielding a profitability index of .gL6 in
1988 and I.559 in 19g9.
The

TCPI¡

3.5.4

In its direct evidencer TCpL submitted data
comparing the annuat cost of transporting 2OO
NIIûef,/ö, of firm or interruptible 9ôs, at differ_
ent load factors, from the St. Ctair River to
.Dawn on TCpL's Dawn Extension with the annuar
fÍred and operating costs of the st. crair-Bickford Line, excrusive of any transportation costs
to be imposed by St. CIair pipetines. The
claimed savings in favor of the TcpL option,
under various road factors and combinations of
firm and interruptible service, ranged from
sg¿r,0oo to $1,7L6,000 per annum. This evidence
showedr âccording to TCPIJ, that it can offer
the transportation service union is seeking at
a lower cost, and without duplicating facili_
ties. The substance of TCpL's arternative
proposar is dealt with in section 3.6 0f this
i

Decision.
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Consumers !

3.5.5
Consumers' had no

specific submissions on this

topic.
Northridge
3.5.6
lNorthridge subrnitted that, with improved access

,to United States supplies of gâs r Union and
others should be in a stronger bargaining position with WGML. American gas supplies were
cLaimed to be at least as competitive as
Canadian supplies, and to be 'highly avaiÌable,,.
Notwithstanding that United States producers
.are generally . Iess wi lling than Canadian prod,r".t" to contract for IO to 20 year supplies
of gâsr long-term American supplies are, according to Northridge's etperience, available. Both
iUnion and Northridge gave evidence that suffiicient United States spot and f i rm gas are
available to support Union's claims of economic
,advantafles. Northridge submitted that the
Union proposal ís the least expensive alternative in a generic sense and, on the evidence,
:the cost of the f aci lities appears to be
recoverable within two years.
3.5.7

The Union proposal wiIL, according to Northridge, provide significant additional firm
pipeline capacity for the Ontario market at
minimal cost. Therefore, Northridge submitted
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that -it is a -.¡elatively .inexpensive-¡rroposal,
which will be paid for quickly, and result Ín
substantial gains to Ontario consumers,
utilities and other market participants. In
addition, because the facilities wiIl influence
a trend to more competitive gas prices for endusers and distributors in Ontario, there should
be further benefits to the provincial economy.
;

3

.5.8

Board Staff

:

Staff accepted that the eristence of the
United States gas alternative would result in
some level of negotiated savings to the Company.
Board

3

.5.9

Staff did not accept the $I0 miltion per
year'savings forecast which Union claimed to be
,€r conservative estimate. Board Staf f cited
lUnion's admission that, in order to achieve the
'$10 million forecast, it would have to be prepared to acquire 52 Bcf of United States gas to
'displace TCPL,/hIGI|L supplies at the projected
level of savings. This amount of displacement
seemed partícularly large to Board Staff, and
not justifiable in spite of the testimony of
Union's and Northridge's witnesses that such
volumes would be available from the United
States at competitive market prices.
Board

3.5. r0

Board Staff further questioned Union,s åttempt

to justify
/82
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based on a comparison of its proposed.-aegotiated
,savings with the savings obtained in L987 under
TCPL's 'Summer Incentive CMP" discount program.
Board Staff submitted that this was not a useful
comparison since other utilities obtained similar discount relief from TCPL, without having
'access to Union's Panhandle.system and American
{tas.
3

.5. l-t

Staff concluded that, while some amount of
rnegotiated savings wilt be realized, the exact
amount cannot be easily determined. Board Staff
estimated that, without negotiated savings,
economic feasibility would be attained over six
years as demonstrated in Union's response to
Board Staff interrogatory No. 4L, wherein it
projected the savings to be obtained from United
States spot and fírm discretionary supplies o.rer'
that period. 'Board Staff acknowledged that
there were additional unquantifiabte benefits
that would result from enhanced security of
supply, short-term access to storage and other
'long-term benefits, and that these would be
additive to the savings generated by purchasing
:goard

discretionary supplies from the United States.
Union's Replv
3.5.12

In addressing the credibility of its initial
$fO million negotiated savings per year_ forecast, Union presented a chart which, in its
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,submission, - .established . tbat_._estinated- _savings

of $rr million in commodity and transportation
demand charges payabte to TCPL would be real_
ized. Union acknowledged that TCPL demand
charges are payable whether firm gas is taken
from TCPLr or displaced by gas from United

States sources.
Board Findings

3.5.13

The Board finds union's conclusions regarding
its estimated savings of $ro or $rr mirrion due
to improved negotiating reverage to be somewhat
tenuous and less than futry substantiated. The
leverage that access to United States supplies
can.provide is accepted, but it is difficult
for this Board to quantify the rever of savings
that will result.
3.5.

14

The Board notes

that no evidence !ùas presented
to dispute the operating and capital costs

submitted by Union.
3.5.15

In spite of the observed weaknesses in Union,s
estimates, the Board notes that the savings
erpected to resurt from united states spot and
firm discretionary gas purchases can reasonabry
be expected to exceed the costs to be incurred
within six years. Thus, the Board f ind-s that
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Union' s . proposal .is .economically.Jeasibte-since
the profitability inder witt likely be accept-

.able over six years, and wiII certainly meet
the Board's criterion over the lifetime of the
proj ect

.

3.5.1_6

finds Union.s proposed project to be
in the public interest on the basis of the
Company's Stage I analysis as prescribed by the
Board. The Board concurs with Union that quan;tif ication of Stages 2 and 3 benef its is,
'The Board

therefore, unnecessary.
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,3.6

TCPL ALTERNATTVE

.

Description

3.6.r
described its existing Dawn Extension as
extending from an interconnectÍon with Great

TCPL

Lakes, ât the international border near the
middle of, the St. Clair River near Sarnia, to
,an interconnection with Union's transmissíon
.line at Dawn. The existing system consists of
0.39 km of dual NPS 24 river crossing pipe,
23,34 km of NPS 36 pípe to TCPL's Dawn Sales
,Meter Station and 0.8L km each of NPS 36 and
NPS 20 loop to Union's Dawn Compressor Station.
3.6.2
TCPL

confirmed that Ít recently eras authorized

by the NEB to construct 8.8 km of NPS 36 loop
which ís erpected to be in servíce by November
l, 1.988. TCPL claímed that it couLd provide
2O0 NNIcf/d of firm transportation service by
extending this loop with an additional 5.8 km
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installíng additional--¡¡etering facilities at Dawn, for a total capital cost
,of $6.1 million. About 100 MMcf /d ot interrupt. ible capacity would then also be available on
the Dawn Extension. TCPL submitted that no new
easements wouLd be required to construct this
' adclitional loop. If the entire service were to
be provided on an interruptible basis, TCPL
,advised that no addítional facilitÍes would be
required on its Dawn Ertension.
NPS 36

-pipe,.-ånd

Positions of the Parties
TCPL

3.6.3

TCPL submitted that its alternative would
,eliminaue the need to construct Union. s proposed St. Clair Valve Site, the Sarnia Indu-,
strial tine Station and the NpS 24 pipetine
;f rom the St. CIair Valve Site to the Bickf
ord.
Storage PooIr ôs weLl as the need for a new

utility corridor.

3

.6.4

:

In addition to matching Union's projected gas
cost savings, TCPL cIaimed that its alternative
proposal wouLd result in transportation cost
savings to Union and other Ontario LDCs ranging
from lü290,000 to over $r.7 milrion per year,
under various assumed load factors and types of
service. TCPL asserted that its alternative
can provide the same benefits that Union indicated would result from its proposal.
/87
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3.6.5

During cross-examination, TCpL,s witnesses,
'acknowredged that the Dawn Extension
is used to
import gas frowing eastward on the Great Lakes
system. Therefore, the ability to move gas
westward from storage in ontario to storage in
Michigan wourd be achieved by dispracement
'rather than by reverse f rows. TcpL arso con¡cedecl that union would have ress suppry f rexi-.
:uitity under the TcprJ arternative because TcpL
would not carry United States gas when this
:would cause WGML , s gas to be displaced, since
it courd not do so under its current TopGAs
contractual commitments.
,

Union

3.6.

6

union's position $ras that TCpL.s alternative is
'not a credibre option. union stated that Great
iL"k.s has shown no interest in arrowing
it to
move gas back and forth between Berle River
Mills and Dawn. The fact that TcpL wirr not

carry self -displ.acement 9âs, in Union. s view,
further renders the Great Lakes,/TCpr. system
useless as a bargaining toolr or as a method of
accessing alternative, Iess expensive, United

States gas supplies.
3.6.7

union stressed the importance of its abirity to
obtain advantageous arternative suppries of
9âs, even if self-displacement is involved.
The TCPL arternative was not acceptabre to
/88
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Union because --its abi lity -to --negoLiate --savings
ris dependent upon Union having access to altern:ative supplies of gâsr even when allowances
must be made for unabsorbed demand charges.
3. 6.8

r Further, union was convinced that, in the
' :absence of enhanced supply alternatives, Union
would have no leverage in current or future
:negotiâtions with TCPIJ, and that it would be.
'forced to accept terms set forth by TCpL. Unioni
was not comforted by the occasional availability
of discounts under TCPL's interruptible service.:
i

i

3.6.9

I :Consumers'

:

|

Consumers' supported Union's Application

and

did not address TCPL's alternative.
Itorthridge
3.6.1-0

Northridge argued that the TCPL aIternatÍve
would not provide Uníon or others with the
competitive edge that would result from Union.s
ability to ohrn and control the facitities.
Northridge supported Union's claim that the
TCPL alternative would not be a feasible
alternative because TCPL would refuse to transport any gas identified by TCPIr as self-displacement gas. Northridge related that its
negotiations with Great Lakes for transportation space to move Alberta gas have been lengthy
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,ând . . dif f icult---.-. -¡Iorthridge ----submit.ted

Union's proposal would provide the best -that
option
:to redress eristing competitive and capacity

constraints, and would yielcl the greatest
assurance of real benefits to Ontario.

:

3.6.11

Northridge claimed that the facilities proposed
,by Union would be justified by the negotiating
,Ieverage they wouLd provide. If a pipetine

crossing the St. Clair River lrere not to be'
ìbuilt by a distribution company, such as Union,.
;tfren Northridge stated it is prepared to build
Northridge submitted
,such a pipeline itself.
that it had already initiated pre-application
studies for a river crossing pipeline, but
abandoned these when Union came forward with

its proposal.
ì

iCIL

3.6.L2

I

,CIL

did not address TCPL's alternative.
,

Board Staff

3.6.13

's position was that the TCpL al.tern:ative will provide Union with less control,
access, volume flow and ability to access stor:age in Michigan than will the Union proposal.
Despite TCPL's intention to supply Union by
means of its proposed alternatíve, Board Staff
i*as concerned that TCPL's conf ticting obtigations to its corporate affÍ1iate, WGML, would
Board Staff
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cause ít ..to -deny --the ---transmission.-of---¡.1tern,ative supplies to Ontario consumers.
3. 6. 14

Board Staff submitted that the leverage which
Union might obtain when negotiating prices with

will not be available íf the TCPL
alternative is the only option available to

TCPL and

WGML

Union.

Board Findings
3.6.1-5

finds that the TCPL alternative would
not provide the interconnection with MichCon,
or facilitate the various arrangements envisaged in the Union proposal, particularly with
rregard to the integratíon of Ontario and
Michigan storage, since the Dawn Ertension
would be restricted to only the easterty
tmovement of gas.
The Board

j

3.6. r.6

The Board finds that extending the looping of

the Dawn Extension, together wíth the other
elements comprising the TCPL alternative, does
not enhance security of supply since it is not
an independent pipeline with access to diversified sources of gas supply.
3. 6. 17

The Board notes that TCPL's TOPGAS obligation
and its resultant inability to transport. selfdisplacement gas will not allow Union to achieve
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its supply diversif ication -objective¡---Íf,he -Board
further finds that the TCPL alternative will
not provide Union the ability to access Michigan
storage and consequently wilI deny Union the
ability to take advantage of the benefits of
such storage.
3

.6.18

The TCPL alternative will not improve Union's
negotiating Leverage since it Largely elimin,ates the alternative of competitively priced

United States gas supplies. The cornpetitive
reality of delivery facilities owned and
directly controlled by Union and its affiliates
would also be absent under TCPI¡'s alternative.
3. 6. 19

The Board finds that the TCPL alternative witl
place operational control in the hands of
UnÍon's sole major supplier, and that it thus
lacks the flexibility
and índependence of
control that is inherent in Union's proposal.
3

.6 .20

While the Board accepts that the TCPL alternative eliminates the need for a new utility
corridor, the Board considers this to be only
of marginal benefit.
3

.6 .21

The Board accepts TCPL's uncontested evidence
that the total estimated capital cost of an
additional loop on its Dawn Extension, plus
metering facilities at Dawn, would bé $0. f
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Ilion, -.and,--be --...more -.--attractive.-Jhan .- the
estimated $9.35 million cost citecl for Union's
proposed facilities,
aIl other things being

mi
i

equal.
3.6.22

i

Ihe Board is not satÍsfÍed that the economic
advantage claimed by TCPL will outweigh the
opportunities that will. be lost to Union and
Íts customers by having the TCPL a1ternative as
Union's only option. The Board, therefore,
finds the TCPL, alternative proposal to be deficient as a means to meet the needs which have
been found as fact. The Board therefore rejects
the
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3.7

RESI'LTS OF POST HEARIT¡G NOTICES AND

i

PROCEEDINGS

:

The Reopened Hearing

3.7.1

of the parties to the E.B.IJ.O. 226 proceedíng objected to TCPL's motion which was the
subject of the Reopened Hearing.

None

Board Findings
3.7 .2

reluctantly agreed to permit TCPL
to file excerpts from Transcript pages 46I to
465 (inclusive), pages 586 to 590 (inclusive)
and pages 607 to 611 (inclusive) obtained in
another hearing before a differently constituted panel of this Board (E.B.R.L.G. 32). The
evidence contained in the filed Transcript
The Board has

available and could have been adduced
matter first came before this Board.
This evidence has been reviewed by the' Board

pages was
when this

and given
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3.7 ,3

The Board has no hesitation in observing that
the Empire State project is not a certainty,
and in the Board's view, its imminence or lack
of imminence does not detract. from the fact
that the Board believes that the pipeline
applied for is a wise venture for Union to
undertake, even if no Empire State project is
ever realized. The Board noted, during the
hearing of the motion, the recent decision of
the Federal Court of Appeal, (The Minister of
Fmployment and Immigration and the A.-G. Canada
v. Harvinder Singh Sethi (unreported) ,fune 20,
1988 Ct. Fite No. A-493-88), in which the Court
commented upon the uncertainty of legislation
culminating in reality. The Board finds much
truth in that decision, which is equally

applicable to the uncertainty of the realízation of the Empire State project. Before the
Empire State Project can become a reality,
approvals must be obtained from the New york
State Public Service Commissíon, . the New York
State Power Authority, the (U.S. ) Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission, the (Canaclian)
National Energy Board and very likeIy this
Board as well. None of these approvals are as

yet in hand and many have yet to be applíed
for. The Board has, therefore, concluded that
emense uncertainty surrounds the future of the
Empire Pipeline project.
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3.7 .4

It is the Board's view that the Board's cost of
hearing the

TCPL

motion should be paicl by

TCPL,

after being fixed by the Board's Assessing
Officer. The Board's decision is based upon
the proposition that, íf TCPL had been better
prepared, the ínformation could have been
obtained before the conclusion of evidence and
argument in the main case. In addition, the
Board finds that the evidence eras not of
assistance to the Board in reaching its
decision on the issue of jurisdicition.
The Board's ex parte Decision
3.7 .5

None of the parties to the E.B.L.O. 226
proceeding objected to TCPL's Àugust 23 Notice,
or to the Board's granting TCPL's motion by an
ex parte decision.
Board Findings

3.7.6
The Board notes that there were no objections
to the filings proposed by TCPL,. The Board

further notes that the subject matter of the
proposed filings bears some relationship to the
matter noer before this Board. However, the
Board also notes that, in tight of the quantity
of evidence already on the record regardÍng the
Empire Pipeline project, and the Board's
/96
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f

indings -in .-.the Reopened-Jlearing,.--the proposed

do not contribute to the Board's
iunderstanding of the matter of Union's
Application or the jurisclictional issues that
'documents

have arisen therefrom.
3,7 ,7

While the Board is inclined to dismiss TCPI¡'s
motion, it wilt reluctantly allow the filing of
the three documents proposed by TCPL if only to

that all parties have been unencumbered
in their efforts to structure a record
supportive of their positions.

,assure

3.7 .8

In
;it"
to
is

allowing this motion the Board reiterates
position that there must be some finality
the conclusion of a proceeding. The Board
satisfied that the record with regard to
iUnion's proposed project and the jurisdictíonaI
issues associated therewith is sufficiently
complete for the purpose of this proceeding.
I

i
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lg.

a

in Rrsprcrron

TCPL's llqtion
:

3.8.1i

'

Counsel for TCPL made a motÍon to the Board at
the outset of the hearing for an Order declaring

:that the subject matter of Union's Applícation
,was 'not within the jurisdiction of the Ontario
Energy Board", but rather was "within the exclu'.sive jurisdiction
of the National Energy Board',
(Appendix 4.L4') . The grounds f or this motion
were that the proposed pipeline fe11 within
'federal and not provincial jurisdiction, and
that the project was a "pipeline" within the
definition as set out in Section 2 of the
National Energy Board Act R.S.C. N-6r âs amended
(the NEB Act).
3.8.2

of this motion sras deferred until
atI the evidence had been heard. This was
acceptable to aIl the parties. The juiisdictional arguments that foIlow concluded the

.The hearing

.åearing
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Positions of the Parties
TCPL

3.8.3

'Counsel for TCPt argued that the proposed
pipeline is part of a larger undertaking that
.goes beyond Ontario and Union's primary goals
;to access storage and alternate supply. In
isupport of this argument, and its conclusion
that the proposed pipeline is a work or under-

taking within the jurisdiction of the NEB, he

rasserted that:
¡

i

(a) the Ontario gas customer wÍlI be drawn
into .a 'North American network of supply
and transportation because of Union's
corporate affiliation with the Empire
State Project in the State of New York,
and Union's contemplated use of the pto-,
posed pipetine and its interconnections in'
the long run to market gas in Michigan and
the Northeastern United States i
'

'(b) Uníon's corporate partnership with ANR
will provide access to gas from the State
of Louisiana and the United States Gutf
Coast Àreai

(c) although the physical work proposed by
Union is within Ontario, the agreements
and use of facilities outside Ontario
extend the undertakings beyond Ontario;
/99
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-Uni on - - -¡¡ants

----

to --c re a te-*-a - -¡rool---clombi

n

i ng

,
,
i,

storage in Ontario and Michigan and to;
âttract pipelines to it, thereby establishing a trading centre from which Union
could offer a portfolio of, storage and
services ro unfted srares
:::ï:::::rion

:(e)

St. Clair Pipelines eras incorporated at the
last minute solely for legal and jurisdictional reasonsi

i
I

I

(f) the entire interconnected system from Belle
River Mills to the BÍckford Pool will be
controlled by MichCon when gas is flowing
west, making it an international facility
j
in the context of North American trading;
and

;,

tgl it may not be in the public and national
i"terests for the OEB to be asked to
:
i

approve an interconnection between storage
facilities in Ontario and Michigan.

3.8.4

Counsel for TCPL made the following citations
and conclusions drawn therefrom:
3

.8.5

1.

Re Westspur Pipeline Co. Gathering System

(1958), C.R.T.C. 158 (Bd. of Transport
Commissioners).
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(
I

a) -. .Physical. - .connection-- -.-alone does---.not

make

an

the proposed pipeline a part of,
inter-provinci a 1./internationa I

system.
l

(b) Ownership does not determine the
character of a system. Despite the
fact that St. CIair Pipelines has
made appLicatÍon to the NEB for the
river crossing, Union is stiII
involved in an international undertaking.

(c) Operation of the proposed pipeline
will be under the control of a
Michigan corporation.

(d) The proposed pipeline cannot be
limited to a loca1 segment. It must
be viewed as a part of the larger
undertaking regardless of the way in
which title is heId.
3.8.6
2.

Alberta Government Telephones v. C.R.T.C.
et qI. (1985) , 15 D.L.R. (4th) 5I5t II985]
2 F.C. 472¡ L7 Admin. Ir.R. L49 (F.C.T.D. ) i
(L985, 24 D.IJ.R. (4th) 608; [1986] 2 F.C.
L79; 17 Admin. L.R. 190 (F.C.A.)

3.8.7

The fact that Union proposes to stop its
legal titLe near the shore of the' river
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l-is -¡rot pa r t
of an undertaking ertending beyond the
provínce. Beyond the interconnection there
is no functional distinction because the
contínuing line becomes part of a system
controlled by a utility outside Ontario.

-*----doe s .-not-rnean

.-t ha

t

-_i

ts

-p

ropos

a

-

3.8.8
3.

3

nternationa I Brotherhood of El er:tri r:a l
Workers and Westcoast Transmission Company
Ltd., Report of Canadian Labour Relations
Board, ApriL L974.
f

.8.9

The assumption that an operation is prim-

arily intra-provincial is only valid if
the focus is on the source and the initial
delivery point of gas. However, it was
clear to TCPL that the proposed pipeline
is not limited to an intra-provincial
operation but is central to an extended
operation envisaged in a larger plan.
IInion

3.8. 10

Counsel for Union emphasized that the only
existing legislation which has anything to do

with the constitutional argument is the NEB Act
which has only one provision which is of any
relevance to the OEB in this case, and that is
its definition of a pipeline in Section 2t
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.

3.8.11

.-fneans a .Line f q.f-._ È_he___trans-Pípetine.
mission of gas or oil connecting a
province with any other or others of
the provinces or extending beyond the
limits of a province.

He observed that the Ianguage above tracks
closely the language of Section 92 (10)(a) of
the Constitution Act, L867, which is an exception to provincial jurisdiction.
3

.8.

l-2

referred to the Decision of the Federal Court
of Appeal fn the Matter of a reference bv the
National Energy Board persuant to subsection
2A( A ) of the F'ederal Corrrt Àr:t - l1987l F.C..t.
He

No. L060, Ct. File No. A-472-87, November, L987,
(F.C.A. ), (the bypass case). He claimed that in
this case there is a distinction between works

'and undertakingsr stating that works are
,physical things and undertakings are arrangelments that make use of works. He argued that
the
3

.8.13

NEB

Act focuses only on works.

l

that unless the proposed pipeline,
located entirely in Ontario, is a work which
will connect Ontario to another province or
'country, it is not a pipeline within the meaning
of the NEB Act and does not fall within NEB
j urisdiction.
He submitted

3.8. 14

He emphasized that the proposed pipeline will

be an integral part of Union's systern
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rniaJnôustr i a I
lLine, a distance of 3.1 km from the St. Clair

1

a

I re ady - extend s -a s --f, a r. --â s . the.-Sa

River.
3.8.15

that the proposed pipeline wiII be
,routed through industrially zoned land where
,Uníon holds franchises for gas distribution to
:present and future customers.
,Hê explained

3.8. L6
i

;tt. submitted that this case is the reverse of
:the (Cyanamid) bypass case in the sense that
tfre argument would be that the small St. Clair,
Pipelines interconnection is an integral part:
lot Union's large intra-provincÍaI system.
However, because the St. CIair pipelines Iink
,reaches the international border, he claimed it
.cannot for jurisdictional reasons be subject to
OEB control. He stated that if the focus is on
the pipeline, which is aIl the legistation
requires, there are two separate pipelines.:
The point of demarcatÍon, he submitted, is
wherever Union's system stops. He contended
.tfrat the most togical place for the interconnection between St. Clair pipelines and Union
'is at the river bank
I

;

3.8.

L7

that the Ojibway crossing link between
Union and Panhandle Eastern happened before
there were thoughts of jurisdiction, and the
NEB was created later. He argued that the NEB
decided to regulate this tink and issuéd some

,He noted
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:ex post--.f.acto -orders --.-but- -that --th.i-s--dses -.-not

a "company" within the NEB Act since
;Section 25 (2) simply says that , f.or those
tpipelines that have been operating prior to a
certain date, they may continue to operate
providing they get a certifícate. He noted
:that there was never any certificate from the
iNng to construct that line. Nevertheless, he
,said, the NEB seems satisfied to exercise juris,Aiction over the pipe that is in the river at
rOj ibway. He proposed that the same situation
applies in thrs case.
lmafe Union

3

.8.18

He observed that the NEB, under its statute,
.exerts authority with respect to the import and
erport of gas to and from Canada, and it also
'has - the authority, under Parts . VI and VI . L of
the NEB Àct, to reguLate the ftow of gas.in and
'out of provinces. Union, s point was that
rParliamentary jurisdiction extends only to
regulating the movement of gas in and out of
iCanada, and in and out of the provinces, not to

.

regulating local distribution companies.

3.8.

19

I

With respect to TCPL's preoccupation with
Union's involvement in a broader sense, he
responded by explaining that Unicorp is already
involved in the North American energy picture
through Unicorp Energy Inc. He explained that
Unicorp controls, through Uníon Enterprises,
Union which has been part of the North Airerican

/LOs
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t ime . ----He--¡lo i-nted - .out
'that TCPr¡ | s gas supply arrives f rom the Great
,Lakes system at Dawn, is delivered to Oakville
and back into TCPL's system by Union's DawnTrafalgar Transmission system. According to
Union's Counsel, this has been an established
€ne r gy --sys tem

-{o

r---a .- long..

years which . is not going to be
,changed by the Application before thÍs Board
'1see map in Appendix 4.2).

fact for

3.8.20

many

''

,ffri" case shows, according to Union's Counsel,
'that some of the Unicorp companies, for example
St. CIair Pipelines, will be federally reguIated, and some, such as Union Gas, will be
provincially regulated. He noted that Union's
'intra-provincial gas distribution system is
,regulated by the OEB, and only so far as it
rengages in imports and exports, which it has
been doing for a long time, is it federally
i

3.8.2L

'regulated.

The point he made was that each member of the

have a role to play in
Unicorp's grand scheme. Nevertheless, the
,evidence in this case, he claimed, establishes
what Union's system is at present, and what it
will be should the proposed pipeline be
Unicorp family will

constructed.
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Consurners t-

3.8.22

I

position of Counsel for Consumers' was that
this is a relatively straightforward case of a
project within the Province of Ontario in that
Union has already recognized the NEB's jurisdiction over the river crossing portion which
:provides the internatÍonaI connection. He
:submitted that the work, i.e. the proposed
pipeline, is located solely within Ontario and
iattracts provÍnciaI jurísdiction only.
:The

3

.8.23

iH. dicl not see any major distinction between
the decision that Union is seeking from the
Board and those of the Divisional Court, the
Court of Àppeal and the Federal Court in the
'bypass case. This was seen by Consumers'
Counsel to be an easier case .because of the
,nature of the pipeline proposal, and particuIarly because Union has recognized the jurisdiction of the NEB.
tCrI.

3.8.24

for CIL did not take any jurisdictional
,position. However, she observed that the bypass
case does not resolve the issue of jurisdiction
,in this case. She pointed out that TCPIJ was
'not proposing to operate the Cyanamid bypass
'pipeline and, particularly, that the operation
of the bypass pipeline was not necessary,
CounseL

:
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--the operation- .of-.-the
loveraII, integrated, inter-provincial undertaking of TCPL.
.-.or ..--vital --.to

3.8.25

that there is a stronger argument
for the point of interconnection between Union
and the international pipeline work to be at
the Sarnia fndustriaL Line Station because this
is the point from which gas is distributed into
the Sarnia industrial area.
She suggested

:

Board Staff

3.8.26

:Counsel

to Board Staff urged the Board to define
tfr. undertaking ín accordance wÍth the Application as transporting gas from a point in Ontario
'to another point in Ontario as an appropriate
.timitation, having regard to S. 92 (10) of the
'Constitution Act, L867, and the ejusdem generis
rule, 'it ís transportation we are looking at
and that is all'.
Counsel to Board Staff's
position was that the limit of the Board's
jurisdiction is at the point where the wholly
provinciaL facility connects with a facility
that leads to an international or inter-provin. cial interconnection. In this case, he
claimed, that point is at the St. Clair Valve
Site.
3.8.27

He emphasized that neither the procurement of
gas nor the international marketing issue'raised
by TCPL are relevant since these factors do not
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the nature of .the undertaking,-which ís.
Iimitecl solely to transportation, and is based
on the history of NEB jurisdiction upstream of
interconnections with provincial undertakings
that are subject to OEB jurisdiction.
change

3.8.2S

He identified five cases Ín which the Courts
have held that the high degree of integration
between the federal and provincial. undertaking
was such that the local enterprise was governed
by laws enacted by the Federal Parliament. In
each case, Counsel to Board Staff concluded
that the present AppLication is distinguishable
from the reference decision in that the proposed

pipeline wilI be closely integrated with the
provincial system. He submitted that the pro'posed pipeline is not a federal undertaking but
is a true Ìocal transportation work or undertaking wholly operated and built within Ontario,
having regard to the ownership of the facility,
the physical relationship between Union's
existing system and both the proposed pipeline
and St. CIair Pipelinesr ôDd the operational
characteristics of the facility.
3.8.29
Counsel to Board Staff referred to the tritogy
of the bypass cases, i.e. the Divisional Court
judgments, the Federal Court of Appeal judgments
and the Supreme Court of Ontario judgments, and
submitted that they are directty applÍcable to

this case.

/L09
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'He

dealt with the ratio of the Divisional Court,

where

it says:

The typical bypass facility located
entirely within Ontario remains a
local work under s,92 (I0)(a) because:
1. It is owned,'controtled and maintained by a separate entity from
the interprovincial work.

3.8.3r

that the proposed pipeline operates
separately from the inter-provincial work in
that it operates from the St. Clair Valve Site
all the way to the Bickford pool..
He submitted

iFurther,

2.

i

3

.8.32
i

ft is operated separately from the
interprovÍnciaI work.

He submitted that while the proposed pipeline
will also be operated in conjunction with the

St. CIair Pipelines interconnection, both the
iirrt"r"onnection and its operation alone do not
bring the proposed pipeline into a federal
sphere. Further,
3.

It has no direct effect on the operating ability of the interprovincial

work.

3.8.33

He admitted that this ratio creates an issue
with which the Board must deal. Further,
4.

/LLO

fts purpose is entirely to serve an

Ontario user.

,
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3.8.34

that the proposed pipeline is.meant to.-"*.,
serve Ontario users alone. And Iastly,

,He held

5.
3

.8 .35
I

It is not vital, essential or integral
to the interprovincial work.

.admittecl that the proposed pipelipe does not
entirely meet this ratio which, by itself, does

He

not satisfy the issue. Rather, he
that one must look to history.

suggested

3.9.36

In turning to the Reasons for Decisions of the
Federal. Court of Appeal (in the bypass case),
Counsel to Board Staff observed that its ratio
is not directly applicable to the facts of the
present case because there is a much closer
'ne:¡¡-Ë. between Union's proposed pipeline and the
international pipeline.
3

.8.37

He pointed out that the practicatities and
history indicate that the intra-provincial line
owned by Union is regulated by the OEB, and the
,change in jurisdiction ís at the interconnection
with the international Iine. He argued that
Union has recognized the federal jurisdiction
over the international line in that a proposed
condition of approval by the OEB is that both
the NEB and FERC grant their approvals.
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TCPL's .Reply

3.8.38

for TCPL asserted that the Dome Petroleum Case, regarding storage caverns being
integral to a pipeline, is relevant to the
issue of whether a pipeline which is designed,
among other things, to Iink storage pools in
,Michigan with storage pools in southern Ontario,
so as to create what Union's witness described
as "a big pool of storage" in this area of
North Àmerica, is an undertaking which extends
Counsel

,beyond Ontario.

3.8.39

'

The evidence was absolutely clear, according to
'TCPL's Counsel, that from an operational stand-

point, the subject pipelines of Union, St. Clair
Pipelines and MichCon will all be controllecl by
MichCon when the gas is flowing west, ât which
time Union wiLl not be operating the pipeline.
3

.8 .40

ì

Regarding Union's position that the proposed
line is not a "pipeline" under Section 2 of the
NEB Act, he responded that the statute was
intended to deal with pipelines which go to the
border and beyondr ôrd the fact that legal
title at the border becomes that of an American
corporation does not preclude the NEB from

having jurisdiction over the pipeline to the
border.
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*- 3.8.-41

lUnion's assertion that the proposed pÍpeline,....
rtravels through industrial Iand within Union's
,franchÍse area was considered by Counsel for

.

i

'TCPL to

be irrelevant. He argued that the
,existing TCPL line from Courtright to Dawn also,
ipasses through Union's franchise area but no
;one would suggest that this gives the OEB jurisdiction over the line.
3.8.42

,
:

tt response to Union's allegation that OEB
jurisdiction ends wherever Union's system
,stops, Counsel for TCPL considered that the
Dome Petroleum Case ansners that contention,.
since corporate ownership is irrelevant, parti'cularly when the corporations are related. The
if act is, according to Counsel f or TCPIT, the
pipeline from the international border to the
.Bickford PooI Station is an integrated line and
lany segregation is artificial.
,f

3.

8.43

¡

Further, he contended that the St. CIaÍr Valve
.Site is not IiteraLIy at the shore and it is
truly arbitrary that the division be at the
valve.
3.8.44
Regarding Union's argument that Uníon is not a
"company" within the NEB Act, he referred to
;overlooked Section 25(3) of the NEB Act which

states:
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For the .purpose. of_-this .A-ct_r-r-. . _
(c) a personr other than a company,

(i) operating a pipeline constructed before the Lst day of
October, 1953 ... is deemed to
3.

be a company.

8.45

that, in order for Union to operate the pipeline lawfully to the international'
border at Detroit for connection with the
Panhandle Eastern, Union must be a 'company"

He concluded

tunder the NEB Act.

3.8.46

ì

1". referred to the Agreement f or Firm Trans,portation Services between MichCon and Union
(Erhibit 9.4, and pointed out that under Àrticle
5.2, delivery, and therefore title, to the gas
will pass from MichCon to Union one foot on the
United States side of the interconnection
:between the Belle River and St. Clair Pipelines.
Therefore, he contended that Union is acquiring
title to the gas and taking delivery in the
United States of America, for transmission
through a. section of the MichCon pipeline under
the St. Clair River and ultimately to the Bickford Storage PooI. Union's undertaking, he
sub¡nitted, must extend at least that far into
the United States of Americar €vêtr if Union is
not the owner of all the pipe through which its
gas is transmitted.
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3.8.47

:In response to Counsel to Board Staff, he.
.contended that the "proposed pipeline operated
in Ontario" has no special constitutional
significance. However, he noted that from an
:operational standpoint, the pipeline f rom
,MichCon's BeIle River Mi1].s f acilities to the
Bickford PooI wiIl, according to Union's witness, be operated as a single system and, when
the gas is flowing west, the pipeline will be
,control.Led by MichCon. Therefore, he contended
it is wrong to base any jurisdictional argument
on the assumption that Union will at all times
control the operatÍon of the proposed pipeline.
3

.8.48

In response to Board Staff's position that the
,division of jurisdiction between the NEB and
the OEB is based on .histof,y,. Counsel for TCPL
argued that the proposed St. Clair valve and
the proposed Sarnia Industrial Line Station do
not exist and therefore have no hístory. He
argued that there is no evidence to justify the
exact location of the St. Cl.air valve and,
therefore, to base regulatory jurisdiction on
the location of the valve alone appears to be
arbitrary.
3 .8

.49

Further, Counsel for TCPI argued that the fact
that a provincial regulatory body has historica1ly erercised jurÍsdiction over particular
undertakings does not Lead to the neôessary
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.inference - that
-it - is -1roper.1-y-,-so.--+€gulated.
lReference to the
AGT case (Alberta .-Government
Telephones, supra, at 92, shows that history
does not always count. A provincial regulator
cannot acguire jurisdictÍon over a federal
undertaking through squatter's rights, according
rto Counsel for TCPt.
3.8.50

He argued against Counsel to Board Staff's
,submission that the Federal Court of Appeal
'rejected' the Luscar Case, Luscar Collier v.,
MacOonald , LLg27! 4 D.I-,.R. g5, lLg2zl A.c. g25.

I

i

3.8.51

.:
'He did not agree with Counsel to Board Staf f , s
'comparison of the proposed pÍpeline to the

.characteristics of a locaI work, particularly
'the statement that 'it is meant to serve Ontario
users alone.' He argued that. the evidence i"i
that the line will be operable in either direc:tion in conjunction with the,Iarge pool of
,storage", and will attract pipelines to this
area and. turn it into a trading centre. He
'further argued that while it would be primarily
an international pipeline operating for Union,s
;own purposes, it would also be available on a
carrier basis to anyone, including non-Ontario
distributors such as GMi and TCPL whose markets
lie both in, and beyond, Ontario.
3.8.52

fn response to arguments supporting- some
arbitrary poínt for Iimiting NEB jurisdiction,
/LL6
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Counsel - for*TGPL -suggested - -bhat- -it -ís.-suf,

:that-the

ficient

decide the only relevant question,.
namely, jurisdiction over the proposed pipeline.
,A f inding that the NEB has such jurisdiction
does not, he contended, necessarily impLy that
it has jurisdiction over the remainder of
Union's system, according to TCPL. He argued
that the selection of an arbitrary point to.
,separate jurisclictions would not be a rational
:solution to the jurisdictional problem.
OEB

;

:
:

Supplementary Evidence

3.8.53

JuIy 19, .1988, TCPL filed a Notice of Motion
,with the Board requesting that further evidence
1in the form of TranscrÍpt excerpts, dated .Iuly
8, 1988, and ,fuIy 1I, .1988, f rom the Board.
Hearing under Board File No. E.B.R.L.G. 32 be
raccepted as evidence ín this hearing, (E.B.L.O.'
226r. The Board reopened these proceedings for
the purpose of hearing TCPL's motion, and
granted the motion as described herein under
'section 3,7 of. this Decision.
,On

3.8.54
On August 23, 1.988, subsequent to
the Reopened Hearing TCPL fited

the close of
a Notice of,
Motion that the Board accept for filing in
.these proceedings, three documents relating to
Empire State's application before the lfY PSC
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for -leave -to--construct --the -Jmpire--ci,peline,
¡including Empire States' application, the,
prefiled testimony of Mr. w.J. Cooper of Union,
and a letter dated ilune L4, 1988 f rom Mr.
Cooper to Empire State. The Board granted this
motion by an ex parte decision as described in
section 3.7 of this Decision.
3.8.55

that a}l the evidence it proposed
,for post-hearing filing was relevant to the
question of jurÍsdiction which was raised in
TCPL claimed

:

3.8.56

these proceedings.

'

In reaching its decision on the question of
jurisdiction, the Board has taken account of
,the TranscrÍpt and documents relative to the
Empire Pipetine which were filed after the
'conclusion of the main hearing, and has given,
ittti" evidence the weight which the Board deemed
appropriate under the circumstancesr ôs
described in section 3.?.
Board Findings

3.8.57

As stated earlier in this Decision, the issue
of the OEB's jurisdiction was raised by TCPL in
a specific motion to the effect that this Board
did not have the jurisdiction to decide the
proposal before it.
The Board, with the
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consent --,of --a11 --parties

r--reserved-j-ts decision

,on the matter .of jurisdiction until .it had
parties.
'heard the evidence and arguments of. the
3

.8.58

The evidence and arguments having been completed, the Board nolr addresses the matter of
its jurisdiction to decide the Apptication
before it.
3.8.59

Historically, the collection of gas irt the
resource provinces, as well as the distribution
and storage of gas in the user provinces, has
been directly or indirectly acknowledgect by
:êvêr| responsible board, government, parliament:
'or legislature in Canada to fa11 within the
'jurisdiction of the provinces
3.8.

60

:Union has been under the regulatory supervision
of the Province of Ontario for seventy years.

3.8. 61

A specific, short, international link was built
to connect Union with Panhandle Eastern to
access Unite(l States gas sources in the 1950s.
This Iink came under the jurisdiction of the
NEB in 1960, the link having been constructed
in L947. There has never been any suggestion
that the NEB's jurisdiction over that link
should extend onward into the Union distribution system

/t]-g
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,62

well known 'inter-provincial .and
international electrical power Iine and gas
rpipeline connections which are under the juris,diction of the NEB. None have ever been used
to support an argument that the jurisdiction of,
the NEB should ertend to include all, or any;
:part of , the distribution systems on either
side of the link. Some of these are referred
in sectíon 2.5 of this Decision.
iThere are other

i

3

.8.

63

,ao
rThe Board

finds in law that it has jurisdiction
,over the proposed Iine from the west side of
the St. Clair Valve Site eastward, and that the
NEB has jurisdiction over the short section of
the line from the international boundary east,ward up to but excluding the valve site. This
decision is based .on the following seven
reasons:
3

.8.

64

l.

3.8.

The pipeline over which the'Board

finds it'
juriscliction,
has
when buiLt, will 1ie
entirely within the province of. Ontario
and is fundamentally designed to be, and
will be, an important part of the Union
distribution system in Ontario. It is an
intra-provincial work

65

It is argued that the proposed St. CtairBickford Line wilt connect to an international Iink and, therefore, it is' under
the jurisdiction of the NEB. In some
/L20
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rue,.=åutjajhi s._c as e
it is not so. patently, Unionr. Consumers,,
and ICG are, at many pointsr connected to
the lCpL line which is under the
jurisdiction of the NEB. There is no
substantÍat jurisdictional difference, in
this Board,s experience, between an
internationar rink and an inter-provinciar
link. No one has ever argued that, because'
Union, Consumers, or ICG connect to the
ÎCPL liner ônd are fed by it, the
jurisdiction of the NEB extends to include,
those three distribution systems.
€

ase

s

._th

i s - mi ght....be

-_t

i

It has also been argued that the line to
be built in Ontario goes nowhere unless it
connects to the international Iink, and
therefore the jurisdiction of the NEB
ertends not only to the link, but to the
St. Clair-Bickford Line as well. This
argument is answered on three grounds:
(a) the St. CIair-Bickford Line before
this Board has a purpose beyond con_
necting to the internationaL link,
,
namely, to become part of the dis_
tribution system of Union in local
areas in which Union ís the fran_
chised gas distributor.

/T2T
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(b) the jurisdiction.--of.-.-the NEB can --be
protected fully, as are .Canadian.
interests, by ending the NEB's jurisdiction somewhere. If the jurisdiction does not cease as proposed by
Union, it could embrace the entíre
Union system. Such a result could
cause serious economic, political and
regulatory discord Ín Canada.
(c) Union is already supplied by an inter,
connection, the Panhandle Line which,
to be effective, has not required
that the NEB's jurisdiction be extended downstream, As well, Union is
supplied by TCPL which has not
occasioned the NEB's incursion into
an historical area of provincial'
jurisdiction.
3

.8 .67

'

2.

The Board finds as a fact that the St.
CIair-Bickford L,Íne should be accepted as
a component of the distribution system of
Union, with or without the international

link.
3.8.

!

68

The St. Clair-Bickford Line, íf built
prior to meeting the capital investment
criteria of this Board (see EBO L34),
might cause difficulties to Union if it
Iater attempted to have this line aôcepted
as part of its OEB approved rate base.
/r22
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This Board clearly would have . had . the
jurisdiction to consider this line as part
of Union's distribution system if there
were no proposal to link the St. ClairBickford Line to a system interconnecting
into the United States.

i

:l
i

i:

.;
¡:
|

3.8.70

As part of a locaI distribution system,
(whose many lines serve several functions
simultaneously: arterial, transmission
and distribution), the St. Clair-Bickford
Line traverses municipal areas for which
Union possesses distribution franchises.
The Board finds this as a fact, of which
information it is seized as the approving
authority for the terms and conditions of:
gas franchises in Ontario.
3.8.7r

In addition, the Board finds as a fact
that Union has a reasonable expectation
that it wiIl, in the foreseeable future,
need to extend distribution lines into the
area traversed by this line. This finding
is reinforced by the evídence that the
said area is zoned for industrial developmentr ôs weII as its proximity to other
neighbouring industrially developed areas.
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3.9.72

-

finds that it is entirely reason_,.
able for Union to expect that it wÍll serve
this area with flas. Before that expecta_,
tion can be realized, and the St. Clair_,
Bickford Line can be included in Union,s
rate base ¡ à further hearing will be
required and this, in any event, is not
the subject of this hearing.
The Board

3.9.73

It is, therefore, not correct to aIlege
that the St. Clair-Bickford Line has only,
one use, namely to connect with the inter_,
national line. As the Board has found,
the prímary constitutionar characteristic
of the proposed Line is as a part of the
Union distribution system, not as an
'integral' part of the short internationar,
line.
3

.8.74
3.

Thís Board has the regulatory jurisdiction,
over the economic viability and performance
of UnÍon. No connection to Union could
become more significant to its economic
viability than a line connecting the Union
distribution system to the storage in
Michigan, which also provides access to
potentially cheaper United States gôsr and

thereby provides enhanced security of
supply and operationat flexibility.
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*.* 3'-8.75

In the .Board's view, the St. CIair-Bickford Line is integrated with Union's
Ontarío system, and is of, no national
significance or juriscliction, but is basic
to the economic fabric of Ontario and
particularly southwestern Ontario, in that
it provides the means by which Union can
supply local industrial, residentía1 and
commercial natural gas requÍrements.

3.8.76

In the Board's opinion, it would be operationalLy impossible to share jurisdiction
of this important locaI function with
another board which has no experience in,
or mandate f.or, regulating Ontario gas

distributors.
3.8.77

Not only is there the problem of shared
control, there is, as well, the major
difficulty of defining where the jurisdiction of the NEB would end should jurisdiction be shared. A Court could be in
constant controversy trying to arbitrate
the unarbitrable. The reason regulation
has been successful within Ontario is that
it has been strong, focused and undivided.
3

.8.78
4.

Neither the international link nor the St.
Clair-Bickford Line wiLl be operated by,

or form part of, the TCPL systen or a
truly Canadian gas transportation system.
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thereforer- :this -Board r--åy--tak-i*rg -j.urisdiction of the St. Clair-Bickford Line,

causes no risk to TCPIr and avoids
risky sharing of jurisdiction.

any

3.8.79
5.

The NEB will control gas exports out of
Canada and gas imports into Canada,l

including tolls and service, totally,
whether the link is L00 feet or 100 miles
ín length. The juriscliction of the NEB is
served and reserved by Limiting its jurisdiction between two points: the international border near the centre of the St.
Clair River, and the St. Ctair Valve Site
as proposed by Union.
3.8.80

In the Board's opinion, control of the
movement of gas in and out of Canada, and
between Canadian provinces, is what the
Constitution sought to reserve to the
federal government. History has confirmed
that concept and the allocation of jurisdictÍon and control that flows from it.
3.8.81
6.

/126

As already discussed above in reason I,
the proposed St. Clair-Bickford Line is
part of a distribution system long
recognized as being within the jurisdiction of Ontario. The fact that the St.
CIair-Bickford Line's financial viàbility
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may be presently dependent on an international connection does not, in this Board,s
opinion, justify removing the OEB,s jurisdiction over a local system, its storage,
its supply and its distribution, as long
as the NEB has control over the short

international connecting link.
3.8.82
7.

3

If the NEB were to have jurisdiction
easterly beyond the short, river crossing
link, where would its jurisdiction end,
and for what reason? ff not at the proposed valve site, then where? How far
east into the bowels of the Union system
should the NEB's jurisdiction extend?
CIL, unhelpfully said it did not know.
TCPL on the other hand was of the view
that the NEB's jurisdiction went at least
as far as the Bickford Pool, but how much
farther it clid not know.

.8.83

In the Board's view, any attempt to extend
the jurisdiction of the NEB east of the
proposed vaLve site will cause serious and
unnecessary economic, Iegal, political and
jurisdictional problems. Clearly the NEB,s
jurisdiction must have a beginning and an
ending:

/t27
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(a) The beginning must be no further west
than the centre of the St. Clair
River, lest it encroach on the juris_
diction of a sovereign nation.
(b) The ending in the Board.s opinion
should be at the St. Clair Valve
Site, lest it encroach on the estab_
lished ríght of provincial jurisdic_
tion over local distribution systems.
(q) The ending coul.d be proposed to be
Hamilton or Trafalgar including
Union's storage facilÍties.
This
proposition would suggest that the
NEB should also have jurisdiction
over NOVA in Alberta, and alI dis_
tribution companies connected to the
TCPL system in all the provinces. fn
fact, this hearing tests the very
foundation of that hypothesis.
3.8.84

ff the St. Clair Valve Site is not to be
the end of the NEB,s jurisdictionr êxcêpt
for arbitrariness, where would the termination

be?

3.8.8s

The St. CLair Valve Site ís a control
mechanism to separate the under-river
pipeline and, as such, it can be placed
almost anlmhere east of the St . , Clai r
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River bank. However, if the valve is to
fulfill its intended purpose it can not be
Iocated such that the separated river
crossing sectíon also includes current or
anticipated local distribution lines. The
Board considers the proposed valve site
location to be appropriate for the purpose
to which it is intended, and that its
selection was not on an arbitrary basis.
3.8.86

In reaching its decision the Board is aware of,
and has reviewed, a long inventory of cases
decided in Canada which deal with jurisdiction
under the Constitution. These are listed in
Appendix 4.15.
3

.8.87

not feel that any of these cases
deal specifically with the real historical and
operational merits of the jurisdictional matter
before it.
The Board does

3.8.88

The Board finds that the St. Ctair-Bickford
Liner ôs proposed by Union, falls within the
jurisdiction of the OEB, while the international link falls within the jurisdiction of
the

NEB.

3.8.89
The Board, therefore, dismisses TCPL's motion.
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WM{

REASONS

COSTS AND COUPLETION OF TITE PROCEEDINGS

;

I

I

Costs

3.9.1

of the parties appearing in these proceedings has asked for costs. It is unnecessâry,
therefore, for the Board to deal with any party
and party costs other than the costs of the
Board. Under subsection 28(4) of the Act the
Board has the authority and discretion to fix
its costs¡ '... regard being had to the time
and expenses of the Board".
None

3.9 .2

The Àpplication before the Board has caused the
Board to incur certain costs related to its time
and expenses which would normally be borne in

total by the Applicant.

3.9.3

:

As a result of TCPt's unsuccessful motíon chal-

lenging the Board's jurisdiction, TCpL, s
filings of post-hearing evidence relatlve to

/L30
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the Empire State application. to the NY PSC, the
reopening of this hearing to hear TCPL's .IuIy
19, 1988, Notice of Motion and TCPL's August
23t 1988 Notice of Motion for the further
filing of post-hearing evidence, the Board has
Íncurred additional and unusuaL costs.
Board Findings
3

.9.4

The Board finds that the Applicant shall pay
the Board's costs incurred as a result of the

main portion of this hearing but excluding
those costs incurred by the Board as a result
of TCPL's unsuccessful motion regarding the
Board's jurisdiction, TCPL's post-hearing
filings of evidence relative to the Empire
State Application to the NY PSC and the costs
of the Reopened Hearing.
3.9.5
The Board further finds that those of
determined to have been incurred as a

its costs
result of
TCPI-,'s unsuccessful motion on jurisdiction,
TCPL's post-hearing filings
of evidence
relative to the Empire State Application to the
lüY PSC and the costs of the Reopened Hearing
shall be paid by TCPL.
3.9. 6
Because the jurisdictional issue impacted to
some degree on all aspects of this heari,ng, it
is impossible to make a precise division of the
Board's costs as <lescribed above. Às a result,

/L3L
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the Board has had to rely on its experience and
judgement in arriving at a fair allocation.
The Board finds that 50 percent of its total
costs fixed in these proceedings shall be paicl
by Union, with the balance to be paid by TCpt.
3,9 .7

The Board wiIl,

in due course, issue orders
requiring the payment of its costs in keeping
with the above findings.
Completion

of the

Proceedings

3.9.8

The Board grants the Applicant leave to construct the proposed faciLitiesr conditioned as
described in Appendices 4.lI as amended by the
Board, 4.L2 and 4.13 attached hereto, and witl
issue the necessary Order in due course.
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Dated

at Toronto this /¿ta^V oe September, 1988.
ONTARIO ENERGY

R.W. Macaulay,

Presiding

133

Member
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Figure 18

Gas Pipeline Compjrnies Regulated by the
National Energy Board
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ST.

(Exhibit

CT,ATR-BTCKFORD

LO.2 except

for

4.ll

LrltE

amended

Condition

1)

a)

Subject to Condition (b), Union shall compty
with all undertakings made by its counsel
and witnesses, and shall construct the pipe_
line and restore the land according to the
evidence of its witnesses at the hearing.

b)

shall advise the Board.s designated
representative of any proposed change in
construction or restoration procedures and,
ercept in an emergency, Union shall not make
any such change without prior approval of
the Board or its designated representative.
fn the event of an emergency, the Board or
its designated representative shall be
informed forthwith after the fact.
Union

DECISION VTTH RE.{SONS

c)

union sharl furnish the Board,s designated
representative with every reasonable
facility for ascertaining whether the work
has been and is being performed according to
the Board.s Order.

dt) union sharl give the Board and the chairman
of the OpCC l0 days written notice of the
commencement of construction of the piperine.
e)

union shalr designate one of its emproyees
as project engineer who will be responsible
for the futfillment of conditions and
undertakings on the construction site.
Union shall provide the name of the project
engineer to the Board. Union shall prepare
a List of the undertakings given by its
witnesses during the.hearing and wiII
provide it to the Board for verification and
to the project engineer for compliance
during construction.

f)

union sharr. fire with the Board secretary
notice of the date on which the instarr.ed
pipeline is tested within one month after

the test date.

g)

Both during and after the construction,_
Union shall monitor the effects upon the
land and the environment, and shall file ten
copíes of both an interim and a final

monitoring report in writing with the Board.

DECISION V'ITH RIASONS

The interim monitoring report shall be fited
within three months of the in-service date
and the final monitoring report within t5
months of the in-service date.
h)

the interim report shall describe the
implementation of Conditions (a) and (b), if
âny, and shall include a description of the
effects noted during construction and the
actions taken or to be taken to prevent or
mitigate the long-terrn effects of the
construction upon the land and the
environment. This report shaII describe any
outstanding concerns of Landowners.

i)

The final monitoring report

shall describe

the condition of the rehabilitated right_of_

actions taken lubsequent to the
interim report. The results of the
nonitoring programs and anatysis shall be
way and

included and recommendations made as appro_

priate. Further, the final report shal.l.
include a breakdown of externat costs
incurred to date for the authorized project
with items of cost assocíated with

particul.ar environmental measures delineated
and identified as pre-construction related,
construction related and restoration
related. Any deficiency in compliance wÍth
undertakings shal.I be explained.

DECISION WTTH RIASONS

i)

Union shalL file "as-buiIt' drawings of the
pipelinei such drawings shall indicate any
changes in route alignment.

k)

Within 12 months of the in-service date,
Union shall file with the Board a written
Post Construction Financial Report. The
Report shaIl indicate the actual capital
costs of the project and shall erplain all
significant variances from the estimates
adduced in the hearing.

r)

The Leave

to Construct granted herein
terminates December 31, 1989.
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Appendir 4.I2

The Board's approvar

for the construction of the
to Bickford transmission rine proposed by union st. crair
Gas
Límited is contingent upon st. ctair piperines
Limited and
Michigan consoridated Gas company receiving
arl the
regulatory approvals necessary to construct
the piperines
from the st. crair varve station to Michcon.s
compressor
Station at Belle River Mills, Michigan, in
order to
complete the connection to the storage
facitities
in the State of Michigôll, one of the United Statessituated
of

Àmerica.

Copies of the approvals issued by or
through FERC, the
Michigan pubric service commission and
the Nationar Energy
Board shall be filed with the Board prior
to the

of construction of the st. clair _ Bickford
transmission Iine.
commencement
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ONTARXO ENERGY BOARD

Application by Union Gas Ll.nited for
&eave to Construet a Natural Gas
!-trerine and Àncillary rÀãirftiãs in
of uoorË .nã- som¡iã,--I!:_rgwn¡þrng
Eoth
In the County of Lambton.
NOT¡CE OF ¡'IOTION

the rntervenor lranscanada
Piper,ines Ll¡nited will make a ¡notion to the
ontario
Energy Eoard at the comnence¡nent of Hearing of
the ¡rithin
Àppltcation, on rhursday, 16 ¡'une lgsgr or 80 soon
after
TÀ¡(E NOTTCE THÀT

that time ae the notLon can be heard.
IgE

UOTTOI¡

fS

pOR

the following retiefr

(al an order deelaring that the subJect matter of
the wlthtn Àpprtcatr.on by union Gae Ltmited r.s
not within the Jurrsdfction of tl¡e ontario
Energy Board¡

lb,

an order that the eubJect natter of thà'wtthin
Àppllcatron by unr,on Gas r.,r¡nrted re wtthtn the

cxclusive Jurlsdictr,on of the Natl0nal

Energy

Board pursuant

?.

to the lJationar Energy

Àct, R.S.C. N-6r as amended:

B.rard

(cl alternatLvely, pursuant to the
Ontario Energy
Boardrs draft Rulee of practice
and procedure,
Rule r3(bt r that the Board state a
case to the
Divisr'onal court respectlng the
Jurrsdlctr,on of
the Board and, furtherr that the Board
order

that the hearing of the withln Àpplication
be
stayed pending the decision of the
Divisional
Court on thl.s issue.
fEE

GROU¡¡DS FOR

T¡tE üOTTON ARE¡

(al that the proposed pipeltne falrs
wtthtn Federal
and

not provincial Jurisdlctfon¡

(bl that the proposed plpellne
ls a ,pipellnei
rfthtn the definrtion set out tn sectr.on 2

0f

the National Energy Board Àct R.S.C. N_6,
as

anended.

..

1

-.'

3

DATED

at Toronto this

day

of June,

1988.

ÎNÀNSCAI{ÀDA PTPELTNES LTUITED

per

3

Solicitor

1O: Ontarlo

Energy Board
2300 Yonge Street

26th Floor

loronto, Ontario

tl¡[P 184
AI{D TO:

Blake, Cassele t Graydon
P.O. Box 25
Connerce Court lfest

loronto, Ontario
Àttentl.on¡ Burton H. ßellock, O.C.
Solfcitors for Unl.on Gas Lirnited
AI{D 1ì0:

Àll fntervenors

E.B.L.O.
ONTÀRTO ENERGY BOARD

Àppllcatlon by Union Gas lLnited for
Leave to Construct a Natural Gas
and Àncillary raàifftfãs tn
lfneflne
Tgwn:þfpl
!h9.
Both

in

of rrtoorê ana sombia,--The County of Lambton.

NOT¡CE OF I,tOlrON

lransCanada pJ.pelÍnes Llmited
P.O. Box 5{
Co¡n¡nerce Court lfest
loronto, Ontario

ttsL lc2

--'

226
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LTST OF C.ASE CTTATTONS

capital cities communications rnc. et al. v. canadian
Cot*i""ion .t
B.Aio-t.t"yi"io!,
(3d) 609t If978] Z S.C.R. 141. "iffi
, Gas Co. et aI.
Ontario Energy
B
(1987) , 59 O.R. (2d) ?66 (Dil'. Ct. ) .

et aI. (Lg7Tr, 83 D.L.R. (3d) l7g (S.C.C. ) .
I,uscar Collier v. MacDonald, LLg27l 4 D.L.R. 95, LL}ZT)
Canada

A.C. 925,

Governmen
.t.C. et al:.
4lÞerla
(¡.985), t5 D.r,.R. (4th)@c.
t7 Admin.
L.R. L49ì (F.ç.T.D.)i (19gS, 24 D.L.R. (4th)472
6Og, t19g6l
2 F.C. L79t 17 Admin. L.R. l9O (F.C.A.)
Be Westspur Pipeline Co. Gathering Svstem (1958),

C.R.T.C. 158 (Bd. of Transport CommiËsioneis)
reference by the Nationat Energy
InjÞe Matter_of asubsection
28 (4 \ offiourt
Poard =pursgant =to
Àct,
[1997] F.c.iI. No. 1060, ct. Fire No. A_Air:Ç
November, L9BZ (F.C.A.).

Pipelines, [1988] O.,t. NO. L76, February, l9B8
ElpasF
(c.A. ) .
Þgne-Pgtroleum
L37 (FCA)

v. National Energy Board

Canada, [1983] I S.C.R.233

(1987)

,

j

?a N.R.
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, ÍLgr2J A.C.

333.

Canada, II932]

305.

,

[19501

A.C.

Be fnter:proVinçial pAving Co (Lg62r,
Lab.
cases, rr88 (ontario-r.,ãEõG neiatioåÅ C.C.H.
sóara)

L22.

Law

1L9771

I S.C.R.-42ã. --

,

l.r932J
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DECISION WITH REASONS

5.

Àn annual guantity of gas sold by TCpL
under a contract to a customer under a
delivery schedule largely at the

ÀI|M'AL
CONTRACT

QUANTITT

(ACQ)

GLOSSARY OF ÎERüS

GAS

díscretion of TCPL. Forty percent is
deliverable in the winter period and
sirty percent in the surmer. The
charge for such is on a volumetric
basis ¡rith a provision for a supplemental charge for volumes offered and
not taken.

ANNUAL LOAD
FACTOR

ll mathematical indicator of the way in
which a customer consraes gas over the
year. ft can be calculated in more
than one tray. À conunon approach is to
erpress the average daily volu¡ne of gas
consumed by a customer over the year as
a percentage of the customer.s peak day
consumption.

/L
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Bcf

WNH

REASONS

An abbreviation for a billion cubic
feet of gas which is eguivalent to
28.g2g IO6m3.

BT'Y-SELL

In

this

arrangement, the end_user
purchases its own supply of gas and
arranges for transportation, generally
to the dístributor's receipt point.
The distributor purchases the gas and
commingles it with the.balance of its

suppliesr ând then sells to the
end-user as a sales customer under the
appropriate rate schedule.
BY?ASS

Bypass involves the
the LDC.S system for

of
CLASS LOCATIOII

gas.

total avoidance of
the transportation

À classification of a geographic area
according to its approximate current
and future population density and other

characteristics
considered
when
prescribÍng the design and methods of
pressure testing for pipelines to be
located in the area.
CLASS

I

&

LOCATIOTf

A Class z location has higher
population density than a Class
1
location.
Therefore a pipeì.ine

originatly for Class I
location would be subject to a
reduction
in
pipetine operating
designed

/2
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pressure, and hence lower throughput,
in the event that the area was later
recl.assif ied as Class 2. The original
pipe would have to be replaced wíth
heavier pipe to maintain the same
marimum
COIIIPETIlIVE
IIARKETTNG
PROGRÀIII

operating pressure.

A mechanism by which ,system producers,'
(i.e. those who sell gas to TCpL)
provide specifÍc discounts to

individual end-users of gas. The
distributor sells to the end-user under
the approved sales rate schedulei the
distributor advises TCPL of volumes
sold each month. TCPL rebates to the
distributor the agreed upon discount
for the preceding month's volumes and
the distributor flows the rebate
through to the end-user.

(G,IP)

CåRRIÀGE

À transportation service provided under
contract for the trai¡sport of gas not
owned by the transporter.

CONTRÀCT

Gas which

CONTRACT

DE,TAND GAS

(cD cÀs)

the utility or a customer has
the contractual right to demand on a

daily basis from the supplÍer of the
gas. For the transportation of tÞ" gas
the customer must pay a fi¡ed monthly
demand charge regardless of volumes

/3
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actually taken. À commodity charge
reLated to the volume taken is also

paid.
DEXIîAND CITÀRGE

À monthly charge which covers the fixed
costs of a pipeline. The demand charge
is based on the daily contracted or
operating demand volumes and is payable
regardless of volumes taken.

DESIG¡I UrNI¡.tt,M
IITI,ET PRESST'RE

The minimum acceptable delivery

pressure at the downstream end of
pipeline.

a

Natural gas suppry purchase arrangements
transacted directty bet¡reen producers,
brokersr or agents and end_users at
negotiated prices.

DTRECT
PT'RCHASE

DIRECT SAI,ES

Natural gas sal.es by producers or
agents, (as opposed to sales by an
tDC), directly to end-users.

DTSCRETTORARY

utility volumes purchased over
and above those under contract ¡rith
TCPL and which are usually associated
with the availabitity of excess
capacity in the TCPIJ system.

PT'RCHÀSE

The gas

j.
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DISPLÀCEüENT

voLt t[E

DOT'BLE
DEXIIAND CHARGE

VITH

REASONS

to the TCpL definition
approved by the NEB, (which is
currently under review), the volume of
gas contracted under a direct purchase,
firm transportation contract with TCPL
is considered a displacement vol.ume íf ,
assuming the absence of such direct
purchase, the LDC coul.d supply the
account on a firm contract basis
without itsel.f
contracting f or
additional firm volumes to accommodate
that demand.
According

A double demand charge occurs when

a

direct purchase sale displaces a
distributor's sale, and the space
reserved by that distributor on the
TCPL, system is paid for twice: first by
the util.ity and second, by the direct
purchaser.

FEEDSlOCK

Natural gas used as a raw materÍal for
its chemícal components and not as a
source

FTELD GÀTTMRING

sYsÎH.[s

of

energy.

of pipelines that convey gas
from gas wellhead assemblies to treatment plants r transmission .', lines,
distribution Lines or service-lines.
Systerns

DEC¡SION

FIRIII SERVTCE

VNH

REASONS

A relatively higher priced service for
a continuous supply of gas without
curtailment, except under extraordinary
circumstances.

If:i,DROC,ARBON

Àny compound of hydrogen and carbon.
Fuel oil and natural. gas are referred
to as hydrocarbon fuels.

IRItsRRT'P|rIBLE
cuslìolrERs

Customers whose gas

IÌ¡TENRT'PTTBI¡E

service is subject

to curtailment at the dÍscretion of the
utility.
The duration of continuous
and cumulative interruptions as well as
required notice periods are usually
specified in the service contract.
Transportation service or sales service

sERvrcE (rs)

provided on a best-efforts basis
depending upon the avai labi 1.ity of
spare capacity on a pipeline. The
shipper or buyer must pay a commodity
charge related to the volume taken.

LITYE-PÀCK GÀS

The inventory of gas in the pipeline
system to which gas is continually

being added at the upstream end and
withdrawn at the downstream end.
LOAD-BAT..AI|CII¡G

/6

j

efforts of a utility or of a direct
purchaser to meet its gas requirements
in the most economic manner. It
The

DECISION TüITH RIASONS

involves balancing the gas suppl.y to
meet demand by using storage and other
measures.
LOÀD FÀ TOR

À mathematical indicator of the eray in
which a gas utility system, or end use
customer draws on its supply of gas
over a period of time. The annual load
factor can be erpressed as the average
dai ly volume of gas dernanded over the
year expressed as a percentage of the
peak day demand.

LOOP

Additional pipeline which is located
parallel to an existing pipetine over
the latter's entire length, or any part
of it, and is added to increase the
capacity of the transmission system.

UANT'FÀCÎt'RED

A combustible gas artificially

GAS

I{ARKET
RESPONSIVE

PROcRÀlr (l[RP)

produced
from coalr coker ot oi1, or by
reforming liquefied petroleum gases.

This program permits a local distribution company to offer customers
discounts from the price normally paid
under the sales tariff.
The funds for
these discounts are provided by - system
gas producers through Western Gas
Marketing Limited. MRps are similar to
CMPs in that they assist system gas to
compete with direct purchase supply.
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COUPRESSION

ViNH RIASONS

The maximum compression currently
available at the upstream end of a

ÀVÀTLABLE

pÍpetine which limits the trans_
portation capabiLity of. the pipeline to
a level below the pipel.ine. s potential
capabi Iity.

I,TETHAI|E

Methane, a colourless hydrocarbon 9ôs,

is the chief component of natural
Its chemical formula is cH4.

NPS

NPS means

gas.

nominal pipe size and is used

in conjunction with a non-dimensional
number to designate the nominal size of
valves, fittings and flanges. More
specifically the following nominal pipe
sizes appear in this document:
Outside Diameter
in Mitlimetres
NPS 12
NPS 20
NPS 24
NPS 36
OFF.PE,AK
PERTOD

323.9
508
610

9L4

Eguivalent
fmperial

Size in
fnches

T2

20
24
36

À period during which the amount of gas
required by a customer or local

distribution company is less than Íts
maximum requirement.
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PIPELINE

interministerial committee, chaired
by a member of the OEB staff and

COORDTNAlION

incl.uding designates from those

COIì|I{IÎIEE (OPCC)

ministries of the Ontario Government
which collectively have a responsibility
to ensure that pipeline

An

ONTARTO

construction and operation have
undesirable
environment.

perceived in
agriculture,

impacts

minimum

on

the
The
environment,
a broad sense, covers
parklands,
forests,

wildlife, water resources, sociaL
cultural resources,
public safety and landowner rights.
OPERÀTTNG
DEDTAND

and

specified in the distributor.s
CD contracts with TCPL, less the

Volumes

voLlttrtEs

volumes deemed to have been displaced
by direct salesr âs determined under
the NEB's rules.

PE.AK DAY

A peak period of 24 hours duration.

PEAK DE¡IA¡¡D

the maximum amount of gas required over
a given, usually short, period of time.

PE.AK PERIOD

A periodr usuâlIf of short duration,
during which the maximum amount of gas
is requíred by a customer or iocal distribution company.
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(Ps)

WNH

REASONS

A discretionary purchase for the
delivery of gas during the winter
season. The service is not subject to
interruption and includes a take-or-pay

provision.
PROFTTABII,TI.!r

MDtr(

of whether there is a net
cost to a utility.s customers as a
result of undertaking a proposed
project. A profitability index of l.O
would mean that the net present value
of the cash inflows is egual to the net
present value of the cash outflows over
the period selected for the analysis,
based on the utility,s incremental cost
of capital.
A measure

'P[,RE. Urrúr1Y

A local distribution company which is
not engaged in any other unrelated
business activities.

RATE BASE

The amount the utility

assets

has invested in

such as pipes r Írêters,
compressors and regulator stations,
etc., minus accumulated depreciation,
plus an allowance for working capital
and other amounts that may be allowed
by the Board.
,
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RAI{ NAIT'RAL

A naturally occurring unprocessed

GAS

mixture of

hydrocarbon and nonhydrocarbon gases of low mol.ecular

weight.
REXTIOVAL

PERüTTS

A pernit granted by the Àlberta Energy
Resources Conservation Board that

authorizes the erport of gas from the
Province of Alberta.
ALLO}IA¡TCE

A right-of-way reserved for a highway
which includes the travelled portions
of the highway and its perimeter.

SE

A valve used to

ROÀI)

TTONAI.,TZING

BT¡OCK VAT¡VE

SELFDISPLÀCEUENT

SPOT GAS

interrupt the flow of
gas and isolate a section or sections
of a pipeline for maintenance, repair,
safety or other purposes.
of gas by an LDC from
sources other than TCPL to disptace gas
it would otherwise obtain from TCPL.

The purchase

Gas avai labl.e in the market place
through short-term, fixed price
contracts generally Lasting less than
twelve months.
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STAGE

I

VNH

RIASONS

The Board reguires each gas utility to
use a three-stage process to evaluate

the economic feasibility of system
erpansion. Stage I is a profitability
test based on a discounted cash-flow
(DCF) analysis.

Stage 2 is designed to quantify other

STÀGE 2

public interest factors not considered
in a Stage I analysis of the costs and
benefits when testing the economic
feasibility of a utility system expansion project.

Stage 3 takes into account all other
relevant public interest factors that

STÀGE 3

cannot be readity quantified in a
cost./benef it analysis when testing the
economic feasibility
of a utility
system erpansion project.

A price discount feature of the

SI'UDTER

INCENTIVE GdP

Competitive Marketing program to
encourage individual end-users to
purchase system gas during the summer
season when both producers and TCPL

have excess capacity.
sYsTElr eìAs

/72

Gas supplied under
gas producers.

contract to

TCPL by
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Gas producers

SYSTEITI

PRODUCERS

TCPL

DEXTIAITD

CTTARGE

that have contracts to
supply TCpIr with gas.

À component of TCPL,s CD rate designed
to recover all or most of the fixed

costs of transmission. Demand charges
are payable by the shipper whether or
not gas is taken.
TE}TPORARY WTNTER

sERvrcE (Tt{S)

A discretionary purchase for the

delivery of gas during the winter
season. The service is subject to
limited interruption and includes a

take-or-pay provision.
ÎOPGAS &
TOPGAS

banking consortiums formed in l9g2
and 1983 respectively which have made

Tr¿o

TI

an aggregate of approximately $2. eS
billion of take-or-pay payments to
Alberta gas producers for gas
contracted for but not taken by TCPL.
These payrnents were made on a project
financing basis and are referred to as
the TOPGAS and TOPGAS II loans.
T'NBT'NDLED

A rate for an individual, separate

service offered by a distributor as
opposed to a rate which combines the
costs of a variety of _component

NÀTE

services.
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LNABSoRBED
DE¡rIAIID
CIIARGE

Charges which occur when

a distributor
purchases its gas or receives its gas
at less than the forecasted 10ad factor
used in setting rates.

WTNTER

The hÍgher gas requirement

PEAKTNG

customer

of a
or local distribution company
in response to higher demand in the

winter

/74

season.

